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FIRST IAJDRD
DEFEATING DISEASE:

Public health remedies vs. biomedical quick fixes

By Edward S. Golub

The reappearance of tuber-

culosis, a scourge we
thought was gone forev-

er, is the first serious health prob-

lem to be spawned by the AIDS
epidemic. Unlike AIDS, which
takes its toll primarily in a few de-

fined risk groups—gay males and

intravenous drug users—tubercu-

losis has the potential of causing

serious illness in large segments
of the general population, forcing

us to face ethical questions we
failed to address in the first dec-

ade of the AIDS epidemic.

For the moment, tuberculosis

and AIDS are both increasing in

a population characterized by
drug use, poverty so extreme
that many are homeless, and the

general poor health one would ex-

pect of people living in these con-

ditions. In contrast, the largely mid-

dle-class gay population has re-

sponded to educational pro-

grams by modifying its sexual

practices and has reduced the in-

cidence of new infections with the

AIDS virus. Dispirited intravenous

drug users can't expect to be

Golub is president

of the Pacific

Center for Ethics

and Applied

Biology In San

Diego. His

hook Defeating

Disease: Healing,

Immunity, and

fiie Immune

System will be

published by

Times Books/

Random House

in 1994.

reached by education, and this is

the source of the dilemma.

We look to technology to

solve our problems, using dramat-

ic examples of penicillin and the

polio vaccines as the rule rather

than the exceptions they are. Tech-

nology doesn't 'Often provide

quick fixes for our medical prob-

lems: epidemic diseases were
conquered primarily through pub-
lic health measures. Immuniza-
tion and antibiotics were import-

ant, but neither would have been
enough to stop such scourges as

cholera or tuberculosis, which
were brought under control by
the establishment of public

health barriers. Drugs were essen-

tial for saving the. lives of those

few who still contracted tubercu-'

losis (including this writer), but

they weren't responsible for the de-

cline of the disease, and there is

no effective vaccine for TB.

By maintaining our faith in a
technology, we haven't had to

face the ethical questions raised

by public health remedies. Few de-

ny that safe sex and clean nee-

dles would contain the AIDS
epidemic, but many in our

society prefer to counsel
abstinence rather than safe-

sex education and the dis-

tribution of condoms, and re-

:rt to "just say no" rather

n the distribution of

ean needles. We have
avoided these controve r-

ial ethical questions

by taking refuge in

our faith that tech-

nology will solve

the problem for us

and by saying that

those at risk are

the ones with the

ethical problem.

Although AIDS im-

oairs the immune sys-

tem, its victims do
not die from infec-

tious diseases but

from what are called "opportun-

istic infections": diseases
caused by agents always around

us but which the healthy immune
system is able to keep in check,

The ethical problem hasn't

seemed urgent because the

AIDS populations are marginal-

ized and the diseases that char-

acterize the syndrome aren't in-

fectious, so the health of society

in general hasn't been at risk. TB,

in contrast, can easily be spread

to the general population and is

now reaching epidemic propor-

tions among people who don't

have AIDS but who live in such
poverty and poor general health

that they're highly susceptible to

many diseases. These are the peo-

ple who, coming in contact with

tubercular AIDS patients, them-
selves contract it. As they encoun-

ter ever widening ranges of the

population, it doesn't take much
imagination to realize that the

risk of TB increases for all of us,

We can no longer see the

AIDS epidemic as our technolog-

ical and their ethical problem. We
must face the kinds of questions

that we've been hoping technol-

ogy would protect us from. Requir-

ing the schools to provide stu-

dents with condoms and drug cen-

ters to furnish addicts with clean

needles will be simple problems

compared to deciding if we'll

make laws forcing impoverished

people with TB to be quarantined

or even imprisoned to prevent

them from spreading a potential-

ly lethal disease. We must, of

course, continue research that

can lead to technological solu-

tions, but how we face the pres-

ent ethical challenge will be a
test of how we can understand re-

ligious, moral, ethnic, and finan-

cial differences in a diverse, free

society. It may also serve to

force us to think about why we
place so much faith in technology

to solve our health problems. DO
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READERS' WRITES:

Great minds that do not think alike, and

cooking up a controversy

Heroes or Heretics?

Without being a scientist, I can see

flaws in Anthony Liversidge's "Heresy!

Three Modern Galileos," in your June
1993 issue. It doesn't follow that be-

cause Galileo was both persecuted and

proved to be correct in his scientific

views that every scientist who is refused

a grant by the government or a universi-

ty is either right or persecuted. Maybe
they're being denied for a reason. Eve-

ry scientist who wins a prize, however

prestigious, is not automatically correct

in all his theories. Scientists are contin-

uously refused space in journals. This

may be an indication of shortsighted-

ness, but it isn't necessarily a conspir-

acy. It's true thai there are time servers

and narrow-minced individuals in the sci-

ence establishment, but it doesn't fol-

low that their own work is so suspect

that they have to resort to jealousy, sup-

pressing the work of others. Pauling,

Duesberg, and Gold are clearly scien-

tific mavericks, but this doesn't in and

of itself make them right.

Yves Barbero

San Francisco, CA

I congratulate you for hitting the nail on

the head in your article about modern-

day Galileos. The root of the problem

is government money. Time and time

again, we've heard stories of radical

thinkers silenced for fear of rocking the

government grant boat. How much long-

er must we put up with a governmental

system that encourages wrong think-

ing? Radical approaches to AIDS re-

search certainly can't hurt anyone with

this disease. Might they not help?

Brett Thomas
Colorado Springs, CO

Anthony Liversidge's otherwise excel-

lent article omits the most appropriate

quotation of all, which was made in

1880 by Thomas Henry Huxley in a lec-

ture titled "On the Coming of Age of The

Origin of Species": "History warns
us . . . that it is the customary fate of

new truths to begin as heresies and to

end as superstitions." Since time imme-

morial, men such as Ptolemy and Lord

Kelvin—to mention only two—have im-

peded the progress of science by use

of their positions and prestige to

squash and ridicule new and unconven-

tional ways of thinking that have run

counter to their own.

Edward S. Slagle

Battle Mountain, NV

Attack of the Tomatoes
In'response to your Earth column in the

June 1993 issue: Biotechnology is very

environmentally friendly; the production

of hardier plants will eliminate the

need for chemical pesticides and pre-

servatives. Jeremy Rifkin and his celeb-

rity-chef friends need to abandon their

superstitions about "tampering with na-

ture" and welcome a technology that

will benefit humankind and the world.

Jeffrey S. Tolley

Eiizabethton, TN

Oooops!
Continuum, Antimatter, and Games are

my absolute favorite areas of Omni. Re-

garding your June 1993 Continuum, ten

books on a shelf can be arranged in

3,628,800 different ways, not 3,628,000,

or are you just keeping us on our toes?

Michel G. Launay

Kingston, Ontario Canada

Editor's note: We wish we could chalk

it up to an effort to see if readers are

realty paying attention- but the truth of

the matter is that we overlooked a typo-

graphical error In the factoid to which

Mr. Launay refers, indeed, the correct

figure is 3,628,800, computed by mul-

tiplying 10 x 9x 8x 7x 6x 5x 4x
3x 2x 1, or 10! (10 factoriai)OQ

Got something to say but no time to

write? Call 1-900-903-8683, ext.

70103. Your comments will be re-

corded and may appear in an upcom-

ing issue of Omni! The cost for the

call is 95 cents per minute. You
must be age 18 or older. Touch-

tone phones only. Sponsored by

Pure Entertainment, P.O. Box 166,

Hollywood, California 90078.



FURJDS
STOCK SLEUTHS:
Tracking down obscure and obsolete securities

By Linda Marsa

Ashamed to admit

you may have

Invested in dubious

ventures? Don)

be. They could be

worth plenty.

In
the 1960s, Bernie Cornfeld.

a pint-sized financial wizard

whose fast-lane lifestyle was leg-

endary, built a worldwide mutual-

fund empire, Investors Overseas

Services (IOS), which had more

than $2.5 billion in assets. But

when Cornfeld's successor, the in-

famous Robert Vesco, abscond-

ed to the Bahamas with most of

the loot, lOS's investors assumed
they were out of luck. Not so. It

took 13 years for bankruptcy of-

ficials to pick over the rotting car-

cass of Cornfeld's failed domain,

but now millions of those inves-

tors' dollars are sitting in govern-

ment coffers, just waiting to be' col-

lected by their rightful owners.

This isn't another of salesman

extraordinaire Bernie Cornfeld's

enticing come-ons. It's true. IOS

is just one of perhaps thousands

of companies that have gone
bankrupt, changed names, or are

simply defunct, whose stocks

still have value, There's also a

mushrooming collectibles market,

in which exquisitely engraved
stock certificates or capital-rais-

ing issues that were signed by rob-

ber barons like John Jacob As-

tor, cash-poor inventor Thomas
Edison, or even Charlie Chaplin,

can fetch thousands.

"There are literally billions in

stock shares just sitting out

there," says Micheline Masse,
president of Stock Search Inter-

national in Tucson, Arizona, who
tracks down obscure and obso-

lete securities. Unclaimed funds

exist because 2,500 companies
change names every year, bank-

ruptcies often leave assets, and

the average family moves every

five years: Unforwarded mail

means lost stockholders. Masse
estimates that 60 percent of the

shares brought to her are worth-

less, another 20 percent have col-

lector's value, 10 percent may
eventually be worth something,

and 10 percent have intrinsic val-

ue—and that means money
that's immediately available.

The French-Canadian Masse,

the self-styled pit bull of stock

sleuths
—

"I never take no for an

answer," she says—conducts
about 3,000 searches a year and

has recovered more than $4 mil-

lion for her clients since she start-

ed her company in 1969. Masse
hasn't racked up any million-dol-

lar scores because many of her

clients are small fry, But the

$5,000, $10,000, $20,000— even
$85,000—hits are nice change
for what investors thought were

worthless pieces of paper.

Established in 1880 in New
York's financial district, R. M,

Smythe is the granddaddy of

stock-sleuthing companies. Re-

searchers at R. M. Smythe will

track down obsolete issues of de-

funct companies that may still be

valuable. But their emphasis is on

the collector's market: early

stocks and bonds with extremely

ornate portrayals of historic

scenes, beautiful calligraphy, and

detailed engravings, which were

designed to foil counterfeiters; is-

sues of historic importance like

war bonds issued by states to

raise money during the Revolution-

ary War; or certificates signed by

notables like Ben Franklin, P. T.

Barnum, and Buffalo Bill.

If you've discovered some old

stock certificates, the first step to

determine their value is to talk to

a stockbroker. If the shares are rel-

atively current, the broker may
know what's happened to the com-

pany even if its shares are no long-

er traded. However, if the compa-
ny has changed names or

merged several times, which is

likely with older issues, consult

the Fisher Manuals of Valuable

and Worthless Securities. This

comprehensive directory of 15

manuals by Robert D. Fisher,

vice president and head of R. M.

Smythe's research department, is

available in most libraries.

If it seems the stocks are valu-

able, it's wise to enlist the aid of

a pro, who can navigate the con-

fusing maze of bureaucratic red

tape—or at least point you in the

right direction, For $50, R. M,

Smythe will check the history of

a company, advise you on the

worth of the stock, and explain

how to go about retrieving your

money. Stock Search Internation-

al has a S75 research charge
and will collect the money for a

percentage of what is recovered.

"I love doing the detective

work," says Masse. "Right now,

I'm researching shares in a Tex-

as company that was a predeces-

sor to Texaco. They could be a

real bonanza." (For information,

contact R. M. Smythe at 800-622-

1880 or Stock Search Internation-

al at 800-537-4523.) DO
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CABLE GAMES:
New entertainment for channel surfers

By Gregg Keizer

Tune in, turn on, dropout.

We're not talking mind-

alterinci pham'acei.! reals

here, we're talking TV. There may
be, as Springsteen laments, "fifty-

seven channels with nothin' on"

at the moment, but coteries of

technology company CEOs are

making deals and spewing up stra-

tegic partnerships so that we may
have something worth watching

later in the decade.
Companies from Microsoft to ad-

vanced-workstation makers like

Game show:

Soon, games like

Jurassic Pari*

will be available

right from

the tube via the

Sega Channel.

Sun Microsystems are hoping to

help us have fun during the Nine-

ties. But while many of these

firms seem interested only in pro-

viding the black box that links our

television sets with our cable

cords so that we can view mov-

ies on demand, others have

more mundane dreams.

One of the most intriguing chan-

nels of the future may be some-

thing right out of videogames.

Dubbed the Sega Channel by its

cofounders—Sega, Time-Warner,

and Telecommunications, Inc.

—

this premium service will let you

play videogames piped right in-

to your home. No more trotting

down to the video rental store to

lease a game for a couple of

nights. No more toiling in front of

the kiosk at the software store to

decide if a title's worth its £50 or

$60 price tag. You get Sega Gen-

esis videogames home delivered

through your cable hookup, An-

other plus for couch potatoes.

Here's how the Sega Channel

will work. You'll plug a tuner/de-

coder cartridge into a Sega Gen-

esis videogame machine, jack

your cable line into the cartridge,

turn on the TV and game box,

and then after surfing through an

onscreen menu, pick a game.
Within a few minutes, it's ready to

play. You can play as long as you

want, but unlike game cartridges

now, you won't be able to save

your spot when you quit.

Sega and its partners say

they'll price TSC in the same
range as a premium movie chan-

nel: $10 to $20 a month. Tests

should start this fall, with TSC avail-

able to all cable operators next

year. By 1 996, they figure on a mil-

lion or two subscribers.

I don't think finding subscrib-

ers will be tough. Telecommuni-

cations. Inc., better known as

TCI, and Time-Warner, which start-

ed the premium-cable-channel

business with HBO, are the two

biggest cable operators in the

country. And though Sega may
be a step behind Nintendo in to-

tal machines sold, its Genesis vid-

eogame system squats beside

the TV in more than 12 million

homes. For the price of three or

four new games, you'll be able to

play all year long.

Don't expect the moon,

though. Expect something more

along the lines of the distribution

route of feature films. Games will

drop into retail, like they've al-

ways done, just like movies hit the

theaters. Only after a title's sales

have slowed will it make sense to

put it on TSC, just as movies typ-

ically make it to tape and then ca-

ble only after box-office runs.

The potential, to say the least,

is intriguing. But why stop with

the Sega Channel? HBO may
have kicked things off, but others

can see the money to be made
in providing commercial-free en-

tertainment. Ditto with digital fun.

Assuming TSC takes off, Nin-

tendo would be insane not to fol-

low .suit. Eventually, some of the

biggest computer-game publish-

ers will figure out how to deliver

play-once games directly to the

PC or Mac via cable. Before you

know it, we'll have to have TV
Guide to figure it out.

In fact, here are just some of

the channels you'll see in those

listings within a few years.

TED (Turner Entertainment, Dig-

ital): Ted Turner will buy up the

backlist of old but still entertain-

ing videogames— Pong, Aster-

oids, and Space Invaders—and

then slap them on the satellite.

Maybe the Braves' politically in-

correct Tomahawk Chop will be

replaced by the new Joystick

Thumbpress.
RPGC (Role-Playing Game

Channel): Dungeons & Dragons

moves to the TV when fantasy-

role-playing gamers connect to a

channel that delivers nothing but

mixed-up magic and dank corri-

dors. Richard Garriott, creator of

the Ultima series of role-playing

games, hosts the channel from

the secret passage under his

Austin, Texas, mansion.

A&E& H/(Arts & Entertainmeni

& War): A&E will finally admit

that its most popular program-

ming is Its repetitive WWII retro-

spectives and enter the cable-

game business by specializing in

military simulations. George C.

Scott dressed as Patton gives

you the tips and hints you need

to "make the other dumb bastard

die for his country."

OMV/ (Omni Multiplayer Net In-

teractive): The futurist magazine

branches out by offering up the

first multiplayer cable channel

around. Gaggles of players take

on other groups in science-fiction-

dominated games of robots,

spaceships, and time travel.

Fifty-seven channels with

nothin' on? Who cares when you

can turn off reruns and play Son-

ic the Hedgehog IX instead?

Just gimme the remote. DO



TRAVEL
FUTURE FUN:

A Hawaiian resort nurtures mind, body, and spirit

By Rita Ariyoshi

Hacked out of the lunar-

esque lava coast of the

island of Hawaii, the

Hyatt Regency Waikoloa has a

kind of monumental Mayan pres-

ence. The lobby building, as

long as four football fields, pre-

sides over a network of canals, la-

goons, pools, waterfalls, gardens,

preserves, a New Age spa, and

golf greens.

Built at a cost of §360 million,

the Hyatt Regency Waikoloa is

the protofantasy megaresort, the

one that's ushering hostelry into

The Hyatt

Regency Waikoloa,

no ordinary

tropical paradise,

melds serious

pampering with

both celestial

and earthly delights.

the age of Star Wars. Indeed, the

hotel has three registered astron-

omers who give free sessions sev-

eral nights a week, making the sci-

ence of the universe a postpran-

dial crowd pleaser.

We went one night in a small

group with astronomer Edward Ma-

honey to the heights of Mauna
Kea where the air is so clear that

ten major observatories sit on the

mountain's summit. At 13,000

feet, it was bitter cold. The sun

sank into the clouds beneath us,

painting the sky with streaks of or-

ange and red in swirls and

bright slashes. Neighboring Mau-

na Loa glowed rosy and lumi-

nous. Mahoney set up his tele-

scope while the Milky Way
seemed to trail behind the moun-
tains. Through Mahoney's tele-

scope, we saw Saturn with its

bright rings, brilliant Mars glow-

ing so pink it sang, and the An-

dromeda constellation, a galaxy

2.2 million light-years away.

Kilauea Crater, a mere three

miles away, provided more of the

evening's drama, spewing fiery la-

va from its Pu'u O'o vent. The pow-

erful telescope put the lava right

into our laps.

And the Hyatt offers other brush-

es with the natural world. I was
lucky enough to win the dolphin

lottery—an opportunity to play

with the hotel's own school of dol-

phins. I swam in a lagoon with

a friend who looked like Flipper

and whose skin

felt like patent-

leather shoes.

The dolphin's

handlers work
hard to educate

visitors about
these intelligent

mammals and
the peril in which

people have
placed them. A
portion of the

profits from the

Dolphin Encounter program sup-

ports cetacean research.

I also did some research on my-

self, courtesy of the hotel's

Ahara Spa. Anara is an acronym

for A New Age Restorative Ap-

proach. When I checked in, I was
asked questions such as, "Are

there vague stirrings in your

mind that are not addressed in

your day-to-day life? Are there spe-

cific contradictions between
your beliefs and the world you

live in?" Usually, everything a re-

sort wants to know about me is

on my credit-card impression.

In fact, the focus on spiritual is-

sues is particularly fitting. In the

old days, this area of Hawaii

—

the sunny, dry Kohala Coast

—

was considered a place of "un-

binding," of healing, oneness,

and personal freedom. It

abounds in what the Hawaiians

call mana—spiritual energy. An-

cient temples litter the landscape.

According to Ski Kwiatowski, a

Kohala-born historian, "Some plac-

es are spiritual tduch points,

which Is why you'll see petro-

glyphs (picture writing on walls)

crowded together in one area, as

at Waikoloa, when there are

miles of usable rock."

Anara blends the cosmic with

the corporal. After analysis by a

personalized computer fitness pro-

gram, I.was rushed to the aero-

bic gym, sentenced to the Grav-

itron, the PTS Turbo recline bike,

and the biocycle. After working

up an impressive sheen, I was
soaked in a seaweed bath, pum-
meled with hundreds of waterjets,

scrubbed with loofah, mummified

in an herbal body wrap, and mas-

saged with the ancient Hawaiian

lomi torn; technique, I
dozed off

in the stress-reduction session,

so I guess it worked.

The rest of my Waikoloa vaca-

tion was punctuated with early

morning power walks, exhilarat-

ing trips down the resort's white-

water river—manmade with rub-

ber rocks—and tai chi lessons in

front of a great Buddha that was
carved in China at the hotel de-

veloper's own marble quarry.

In the end, I came away re-

freshed, but 1 also learned some
things—things that should bene-

fit me in the real world—such as

how to enter a trance and that we
should use low-phosphate laundry

detergent to keep the water pure

for whales and dolphins. And I

heard the siren call of pink Mars

at a retreat with not simply ocean

views, but galaxy views. DQ
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REPAIRING THE MIND WITH MACHINES:
The supernormal possibilities of neural prosthetics

By David P. Snyder

Since civilization's begin-

ning, the quest of heal-

ing artists and prophets

alike has been to make the crip-

pled walk, the blind see, and the

deaf hear.

Now research into the brain's

motor and sensory functions of-

fers the promise of doing just

that—interfacing the nervous sys-

tem with machines. Five to ten

years from now it may be possi-

ble for totally blind people to see

by using a neural-prosthetic de-

vice employing a television cam-
era attached to tiny elec-

Bllnd and deal trades feeding into specif-

VOllMleers ic areas of the brain.

With Implanted Also in the not-too-dis-

brafn-lO-COmpuler tant future, people may be

Interlaces are able to operate computers,

pioneers el the typewriters, or turn on atel-

truly hionic evision set just by using

man and woman, their brains—through record-

ing electrodes and te-

lemetry, a special radio

transmitter that sends sig-

nals picked up from the mo-
tor cortex to the machine.

Conductors of much re-

search leading to these

medical miracles of neural

prosthetics are F. Terry

Hambrecht and William J.

Heetderks, the head and
deputy head, respectively, of the

Neural Prosthesis Program at the

National Institute of Neurological

Disorders and Stroke, a part of

the National Institutes of Health in

Bethesda, Maryland. They are

among a small group of pioneers

in the field of neural-prosthetic im-

plants, the science of using mi-

croscopic electrodes inserted

next to neurons to stimulate or re-

cord from damaged or disconnect-

ed areas of the cerebral cortex.

Present applications of neural

prosthetics are phenomenal; fu-

ture applications may be truly

mind boggling.

An experimental visual implant

recently tested on a volunteer pa-

tient by Hambrecht and col-

leagues involved 38 iridium elec-

trodes, each one-third the size of

a human hair, implanted into the

visual cortex in the occipital lobe

in the back of the brain. The elec-

trodes were attached to gold

wires that exited the scalp and
fed into a computer. The. com-
puter sent signals that stimulated

the brain's primary "seeing area"

and allowed this totally blind per-

son to discern patterns of light.

By the end of the decade, the

research team hopes to have con-

structed a device utilizing a tele-

vision camera that would inter-

face with 250 or more implanted

electrodes and a signal-process-

ing computer to stimulate the

occipital lobe.

"What we are planning for,"

Hambrecht reports, "is that a to-

tally blind person would have a

miniature television camera to

wear. Then they should be able

to recognize printed text or detect

environmental hazards in their vi-

sual world such as low-lying

limbs. They would also use it as

a reading and mobility aid. Their

visualizations would be some-
thing like a stadium scoreboard

made up of individual lights."

Hambrecht and Heetderks are

also collaborating with investiga-

tors to perfect the development of

auditory implants. So. far, more
than 7,500 hearing-impaired per-

sons worldwide have had some
degree of hearing restored with

cochlear implants, devices that

stimulate the cochlear nerve.

In motor prosthetics, Ham-
brecht predicts it may eventually

be possible to "make normal peo-

ple supernormal: the true bionic

man or woman. That means we
be able to detect signals

from the motor area of the

H cerebral cortex, then by-

pass muscles and commu-
nicate directly with ma-
chines. We might be able

to use the output from the

motof area to control ma-

chines without having to

wait for the slow muscles of

the body to respond," Ham-
brecht speculates.

"And for people with spi-

nal-cord injuries, we could

bypass the injury to a cer-

tain extent," says Heet-

derks. "If one small part of

the system isn't working
but the rest of the system
is still functional, we hope
to restore that function by

making an electronic bypass."

"It's possible that spinal-cord

injury patients who have impaired

sexual function could lead essen-

tially normal sex lives, to have

erections and ejaculations," sug-

gests Hambrecht,

But what about mind control?

Couldn't such neural implants be
manipulated for malign purpos-

es? Couldn't mind terrorists use

telemetry to cause implant pa-

tients to have visual or auditory

hallucinations or worse?
"It's possible but not likely,"

says Hambrecht. "It would be
much easier to give people brain-

altering drugs, which are already

available. "DQ



I WANT MY CCTV:

TV captioning goes to the masses

By Robert Angus

the tube: All new

sold after July 1,

1993, must

include circuitry

for decoding

the captions that

go along with

many TV programs.

If
you're planning to buy a new

television this (all, you'll find

that something new has been

added to the set— a feature

called closed captioning. Original-

ly designed to help the hearing im-

paired follow the action on the

small screen, TV captions are es-

sentially subtitles for TV pro-

grams, appearing in two or three

lines of text at the bottom of the

screen. According to Don Thieme

of the National Captioning Insti-

tute in Fails Church, Virginia, the

organization that first introduced

closed-captioned television, 8 per-

cent of the population suffers hear-

ing impairment sufficient to ben-

efit from captions. But captions

can also serve entirely different

audiences, Set manufacturers

tout the feature as an easy way
to teach children to read and al-

so to teach English as a second

language for the 24 million fami-

lies who don't speak it at home.

And the captions provide a way
to follow the action on TV while

you answer the phone and to

watch a late movie without disturb-

ing your dozing significant other.

Captions already exist in most
feature films, whether they're

shown on TV or from videocas-

sette or laser disc. Most syndicat-

ed TV programs have captions,

as do much of PBS's output,

most network newscasts, and
even the local newscasts of

more than 160 stations. Many TV

program guides identify cap-

tioned programs, and a special lo-

go is often shown at the start of

captioned shows.

Once typed in, the captions

are turned into data and inserted

into what's called the vertical

blanking interval; most TV view-

ers know' it as the black bar be-

tween TV frames that's seen only

when adjusting the vertical hold.

Special decoding circuitry sens-

es the presence of information in

that particular part of the vertical

blanking area, converts it from da-

ta to text, and displays it at the

bottom of the screen.

That decoding circuitry is the

reason why most people haven't

ever seen the captions. Until re-

cently, it was packaged only in a

black box costing $130 to $180
that sat on top of the TV set.

However, last year Congress de-

creed that under the Television

Decoder Circuitry Act, every set

with a screen 13 inches or larger

sold after July

1, 1993, must
include decod-
ing circuitry.

Exactly how
much the cap-
tion circuit will

affect the cost

of a new set is

a matter of con-

jecture. Some
manufacturers

predict a hike

of $20 to $30
for their most
advanced mod-
els, while oth-

ers insist that

intense com-
petition in the

industry will

force dealers and/or manufactur-

ers to absorb any price increase.

The infrared remote controllers

supplied with virtually all new TV
sets will provide access to the cap-

tions and a companion feature

called Text, which allows broad-

casters to put sports updates,

headlines, and other information

inside a large black box on the

screen. Text displays are still

something of a rarity— partly be-

cause nobody's figured out what

sort of information viewers will

want. However, ABC lists some
program information in Text.

The standards that govern cap-

tioning and Text technology pro-

vide for two "fields," each consist-

ing of two subareas. The first

field includes the dialogue with

which most caption viewers are

familiar, and the Text feature. At

present, the second field isn't in

use; it may eventually be used for

such services as foreign-lan-

guage translation of English-lan-

guage programs. Some manufac-

turers have decided to offer all

the features contained in the two

fields on new sets, while others

are merely complying with the

law, which mandates that all new
sets offer ac-

cess to the cap-

tioning feature

contained in

the first field.

Still others are

adjusting the

numbers of fea-

tures accord-
ing to the price

of the TV set,

RCA, for exam-
ple, doesn't pro-

vide access to

Text on models
under $500.

In spite of

their outward
enthusiasm, re-

ceiver manu-
facturers har-

bor some concerns about wheth-

er captioning might confuse view-

ers. They fear, for example, that

novice caption viewers may ac-

cidentally switch to one of the un-

used subareas, see no text, and

decide that something's wrong
with the set, Also, parts or all of

local newscasts or sports

events—such as live interviews

—

may not be fully captioned.

The industry will know soon
enough whether its concerns are

valid as consumers begin taking

the new sets home from the

stores and trying out the caption-

ing features for themselves. Will

captions benefit the general pub-

lic as well as hearing-impaired

viewers? Tune in tomorrow. DO



ARTS
GOING ONCE:
Computer technology puts art on fhe auction block

By Paul McCarthy

Wolfgang Mutter's

oil on wood
panel "Strange

might be one of

many artworks

available online.

Some people in the art-

marketing community
feel they've seen the fu-

ture, and it's spelled E-L-E-C-T-R-

O-N-l-C. They foresee a day
when collectors will purchase art

much as many people already

shop via online networks.

Ask Bob Chapman of the Am-
bassador Graphics and Wildlife

Gallery in North Charleston,

South Carolina, who for a year

has operated the Earth Art elec-

tronic bulletin-board system. Po-

tential purchasers can dial in 24

hours a day, download wildlife art

images to their computers, and
make a credit-card purchase of

the print. Chapman's board has

already paid for itself, and he's

expecting art dealers to jump on

the electronic bandwagon. "You

can't visit any other gallery at two

in the morning," he says.

Even at staid old Sotheby's in

New York, Joseph Williams, vice

president of worldwide informa-

tion systems, says he's open to

new ideas. Sotheby's already ac-

cepts some 25 to 30 percent of

its bids by phone and fax. "Re-

mote bidding also has some ap-

peal, and Sotheby's has even

built a prototype for worldwide

use. This technology will only get

better as desktop telephone vid-

eo begins to mature," says Wil-

liams. Sotheby's has been putting

fine-art images onto videodisc for

the past three years, and, Wil-

liams says, it's not inconceivable

that they would put them onto CD-
ROM for international distribution.

Fine-art investors can already

subscribe to the TSYS online sys-

tem from Centrox Corporation.

The New York company, accord-

ing to technical director John
Nally, currently carries more
than 600,000 images online and

the text from some 5,000 auction

catalogs— a whopping 34 giga-

bytes of information.

With the proper software, cli-

ents worldwide can dial in to

track and evaluate fine art. The da-

tabase contains the going prices

for artists, says Nally, so it can as-

sist appraisers, buyers, and
banks that lend against artwork,

and at the same time tout future

sales. It even permits the down-

loading of digitized images—wa-

ter colors, prints, photographs,

sculptures, and drawings.

I*SYS developer Tom Dackow,

now president of Q Systems, a
New York image-database de-

sign company, has also comput-

erized the Art Loss Register in Lon-

don. Art-theft victims register sto-

len works in the database, includ-

ing images of the works, which
permits auction houses and oth-

er buyers to ask for computer
searches to compare potentially

"hoi" sale items to the Register.

Dackow says there were nearly

300 recoveries since 1991.

The New York arm of the Reg-
ister is run by Anna Kisluk at the

International Foundation for Art

Research. She says her database

contains about 40,000 items

with a minimum value of $1,000.

Her most memorable case began

with a call from the Miami office

of the FBI in 1991. A work titled

Aurora by "a guy called Ruben"
was on the market for $3.5 mil-

lion. Did she have a match? She

did. It so happens that an oil

sketch titled Dawn by Peter Paul

Rubens was stolen in Spain in

1985. "It was recovered and is

back in Spain," says Kisluk.

Dackow sees other uses for

computers, too. "People are talk-

ing about a positive register," a

database of artworks with their

provenances. It would keep
track of who previously owned the

art and whether it had gone
through legitimate channels. Sur-

prisingly, Dackow is not an en-

thusiast of online auctions. He be-

lieves buying fine art online is un-

like trading stocks, where purchas-

ers know what they're getting.

"The assessment of the value of a

work has a lot to do with face-to-

face confrontation," he says. DO
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A MARRIAGE MADE IN THE HEAVENS:
The European Space Agency courts the very eligible Russian space behemoth

By Brenda Forman

International cooperation" is

every space program's catchy

slogan these days, but don't

assume that it stems from any prin-

ciples of brotherly love or the com-

ity of nations. Fruity rhetoric

aside, the underlying principle is

far more mundane: The money's

running out. Space budgets eve-

rywhere are either stagnant or

declining. The scramble for coop-

erative partners represents an ur-

gent effort to

save programs

by spreading
the costs and
the loads,

These pair-

ings, may not

result in love

matches, but

some have in-

triguing possi-

Needing money

despite the success

of its nriane

launchers (right).

the European

Space Agency has

begun working

with the near-destitute

Russian space

program, which

recently (lew

a Japanese newsman
(above) aboard

its Mir space station

for a hefty fee.

bilities for the future, such as the

embryonic partnership now devel-

oping between the European
Space Agency (ESA) and Russia.

In the fall of 1991, the ministers

of the 13-member European
Space Agency met to contem-

plate the costs of ESA's new Ari-

ane 5 heavy-lift booster, its Her-

mes space plane, and its partici-

pation in Space Station Freedom.

The resulting totals caused the

ministers to instruct the ESA di-

rector general to begin looking

elsewhere for money and coop-
erative partners.

In the past, anyone shopping
for prospective space partners

outside Europe was largely lim-

ited to the United States and Ja-

pan. (Canada already has a co-

operative agreement with ESA.)

And, indeed, cooperation with the

United States remains central to

ESA's plans for the foreseeable

future. But the demise of the

Cold War has created an entirely

new, and profoundly interesting,

option. In a frenzied search for

hard currency, the ex-Soviet Un-

ion's superb space capabilities

and choicest technologies have

become increasingly available for

sale or rent. Bargain hunters, all

the way up to the U.S. Strategic

Defense Initiative Office have be-

gun sniffing eagerly at the Rus-

sian goods.

ESA has therefore awarded a

large number of contracts to var-

ious Russian space institutes and

companies to explore how ESA
programs could incorporate Rus-

sian space expertise and technol-

ogy. These contracts amount to

upwards of S100 million over the

next three years.

The first round of contracts

calls for the Russians to critique

and improve the design of the Her-

mes space plane. Others fund

joint studies of a future joint Eu-

ropean-Russian space station, to

be based on Russia's Mir 2 sta-

tion but incorporating ESA's Man-

Tended Free Flyer (MTFF). ESA
originally intended the MTFF to

be a part of its own future space
station but has currently put the

project on the back burner for

lack of funds.

As to what this incipient rela-

tionship may amount to in the

long run, no one knows. Those

Russian contracts, for example,

represent a departure from ESA's

standard principle of "just return,"

under which each member gets

contracts for ESA programs in di-

rect proportion to its contribution

to them. Inasmuch as Russia has

no money to put into ESA, it is

therefore not strictly entitled to get

any contracts.

Whether the Russian space co-

lossus would make a good
match for ESA also remains open

to question. European space ca-

pabilities have grown impressive-

ly since the formation of ESA, but

overall, they're as yet no match
for Russia's.

Still, the money is running out,

and that single, hard fact could

cause the ESA-Russia relation-

ship to flower into something ap-

proximating true love. If so, it

could presage a major shift in the

space world's center of gravity.

The Ariane rocket has already

captured over half the worldwide

market for commercial launch ser-

vices. The Russians have had a

space station in orbit since 1971

,

launched their second-generation

Mir station in 1986, and are cur-

rently planning Mir 2. That unpar-

alleled experience might enable

a Euro-Russian space station to

reach orbit as early as Freedom—
or even earlier if Freedom contin-

ues to suffer redesigns and lim-

ited funding.

In short, if the ESA-Russia mar-

riage takes, the United States

could dwindle to a second-rate

space power by comparison, re-

sulting in a badly bruised nation-

al ego—never a politically healthy

phenomenon, NASA and U.S.

companies have looked into the

possibilities of space cooperation

with Russia, but their efforts to

date lag behind the creativity and

initiative Europe demonstrates.

This may be the real Space
Race of the 1990s. One wonders
if we've noticed. DO



POLITICAL SCIEfUCE
WHAT TO DO WITH OUR ADDICTION PROBLEM:
Waging peace on drugs

By Tom Dworetzky

instead of

lutilely trying to

keep junkies

away from drugs,

should we
seek a way to

keep the addicts

away front

everyone else—
in "jails"

that provide (hem

with drugs

tree of charge?

People from the entire po-

litical spectrum are call-

ing for the legalization of

drugs. Others argue that it's

both immorai and absurd to legal-

ize substances thai are destroy-

ing not only individuals, but com-
munities—and that we should

"crack down" harder.

No question that drug addic-

tion is the immediate social prob-

lem today. The plight of junkies'

ruined lives and 'hoods creates

fts own cancerous underground

economy—and
nourishes a thriv-

ing overground
economy we can

hardly afford:

beefed-up po-
lice forces, over-

crowded pris-

ons, and under-

staffed health-

care facilities.

The stalemat-

ed debate on
legalization fo-

cuses on the

wrong thing:

whether by legal-

izing drugs, we
thus condone
them. This is a false issue. Drugs
are bad; no argument. But in

truth, the war on drugs is a los-

ing proposition. Trying to keep
junkies and drugs separate (or

any of us from our bad habits)

can't be done. So perhaps it's

time to consider a modest middle

way, based on two seemingly
contradictory propositions:

1

,

Drugs should remain illegal.

Who could possibly advise easy

drug access for anyone? The ac-

cidents and evils perpetrated

while under the influence indirect-

ly hold us all captive and infringe

on our rights to safety.

2. Drugs should be legal. Why
punish those weak-willed or tor-

mented enough to fall into the

monkey's grip? Drug addiction is

a medical and psychological—
not criminal—issue, Junkies
have enough problems already.

At first glance, these two propo-

sitions seem totally at odds. How,

then, to please all? What plan can
satisfy the pragmatists trying to

cut costs, the individual-freedom

advocates, the moralists who ar-

gue that society must set stand-

ards for everyone, and, of

course, the junkies?

But looking beneath the rheto-

ric, you'll observe a couple of

things: first, that

when you're rich,

society looks the

other way if you
have a drug prob-

lem. There are

many low-profile

alternatives; just

ask visitors to

the Betty Ford

Clinic. When the

rich get in a

jam, they go to

a sanitarium or,

if it's t"he kids,

to a boarding
school or acade-

my. We don't

need a bunch of

law-enforcement agencies to

shove the rich into rehab pro-

grams, either. All it takes is cash,

check, or charge.

Then, acknowledge that wheth-

er a junkie has money or is

broke, we can't keep him or her

from the drugs. Several decades
and billions of dollars after we de-

clared war on drugs, we've won
only minor battles. The conflict it-

self is lost. Drugs are easier to get

than ever before.

We can end the war and at the

same time keep junkies off the

streets by making drugs freely

available—in pharmacies located

in minimum-security prisons. I've

never known a junkie who'd waste

time hassling people when he or

she had drugs. With drugs avail-

able in prisons, we could at the

same time and place offer cost-

effective treatment services, high-

school courses, and health care.

So. instead of spending all of our

money to catch junkies, we
could encourage addicts to

check into jail.

The deal would be, "If you do
drugs, all right; but you can't

leave high, and you won't find

drugs on the outside. Do drugs,

but pay with your freedom until

you can'leave clean." Make pris-

ons the malls for the addicted.

and cut out the middlemen who
prey on their disease.

Think of the prisons as Betty

Ford Clinics for the poor. Addicts

do crimes to get drugs; they don't

do drugs to commit crimes. Let

the junkies live in peace and get

on with their lives, confront their

inner demons, work through
their journeys. And let our neigh-

borhoods experience a little

peace and guiet, too.

Perhaps we should examine
why we won't give drugs to peo-

ple. There's a world of difference

between condemnation and con-

trol. We can condemn addicts by

making them check into secure

drug-use and treatment facilities

to pursue their chemical night-

mares, to remain separated from

civilized society until the time

they're clean and ready to return.

Or we can try to control them and

fight over the long, strange trip

they're on. DO

What do you think? Would you
trade freedom for free drugs?

Call 1-900-903-8683 ext.

70301 01 . Your views will be re-

corded and may appear in a

future issue. Calls are 95C per

minute, You must be 18 or old-

er. Touch-tone phones only.

Sponsored by Pure Entertain-

ment, P.O. Box 166, Holly-

wood, California 90078.



THE PYRAMIDS OF ILLINOIS:

A mysterious culture built huge mounds here in the United States

By Peggy Noonan

The mound city

of Catiohla

nourished in the

American

Midwest nearly

1,000 years

ano, boasting a

papulation

of 20,000 people.

mear East St. Louis

nois, a 60-home residen-

tial subdivision has
been torn down, its roads re-

moved, and every (race of its ex-

istence erased, Illinois didn'

spend $1.3 million simply to de-

stroy a town, The state is trying

to preserve one of the world's fore-

most treasures— the once-great

mound city of Cahokia.

More than 800 years ago, the

120 or so huge mounds spread

for thousands of acres. Today,

the 68 mounds that remain cov-

er only about 2,200 acres, or 3,5

square miles—approximately half

the original size.

"It was the biggest thing that

ever happened north of Mexico,",

says William I. Woods, a South-

ern Illinois University at Ed-
wardsville (SIUE) archaeologist in-

vestigating the site. "These peo-

ple were capable of all sorts of

things, including vast earth-mov-

ing engineering achievements.

Nothing like it ever happened be-

fore, and nothing like it has ever

happened again."

People have lived in the area

now called Cahokia since as far

back as 1000 B.C. but didn't de-

velop the great mound city until

between 950 A.D. and 1150 A.D.,

after the introduction of maize
around 800 a.d. created "a revo-

lution in the food-production sys-

tem," Woods explains.

The Cahokians built their

mounds in three distinctive

styles, Conical— or "chocolate

drop"— and ridgetop mounds
marked important places or buri-

al sites of VIPs. Flat-topped pyr-

amid mounds served as the bas-

es for ceremonial buildings and

temples. The Cahokians used
stone, shell, and wood tools to

dig claylike earth from pits, and
they carried it to the mound sites

by basket loads on their backs.

Like the Aztec capital city of

Tenochtitlan in what is now Mex-

ico City, Cahokia was laid out in

neat rows with a ceremonial cen-

tral plaza featuring "stepped" pyr-

amid temples. At the heart of the

central plaza stood the giant

Monks Mound, the largest

mound in the New World; it cov-

ered more than 14 acres and
measured 1 ,080 by 710 feet. The

Cahokians moved more than 22

million cubic feet of earth to

make Monks Mound alone.

At the top of Monks Mound
stood the largest building in the

region, a 100-by-45-footwooden

edifice with a 3Q-to-50-foot ceil-

ing. The Cahokians probably
used the building as a temple or

a residence for the ruler/religious

leader; however, archaeologists

can't be sure of its purpose be-

cause the Cahokians left no writ-

ten language and relatively few of

their artifacts have been found.

While the Normans invaded

England in 1066, Cahokia

neared its peak, flourishing with

a population estimated at about

20,000. It had all the character-

istics of modern cities—organ-

ized government, enormous pub-

lic-works projects, science, art,

and a specialized labor force-
but by 1400, only the mute
mounds remained.

Cahokia's increasing reliance

on lumber for fuel, houses, and

temples may have caused its col-

lapse. Removing too much timber

from nearby bluffs would have

left nothing to anchor the loamy
soil so that heavy rainfall would
have washed it down into the val-

ley, wiping out crops, says

Woods, a specialist in prehistor-

ic agriculture.

Cahokia was "discovered" in

the early 1800s, and serious but

intermittent and underfunded in-

vestigation and restoration began

in the 1920s. In 1982, the United

Nations Educational, Scientific,

and Cultural Organization

placed Cahokia on its registry of

World Heritage Sites, which in-

cludes only 16 other U.S. sites. In

1985, the state legislature creat-

ed the Illinois Historic Preserva-

tion Agency to protect cultural

sites such as Cahokia. So far.

"less than one percent of the

site has been excavated," says

William R. Iseminger. public-rela-

tions director for the Cahokia
Mounds Historical Site. "It won't

be finished in my lifetime." DQ
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INSIDE A VIRTUAL ROBOT:

The BattleTech Center experience. Plus, airing dirty laundry,

and why environmentalists shouldn't cook out

I had the opportunity to visit the thirty-

first century the other day. I was far from

Earth, on a small, cold planet in a distant

galaxy of the Inner Sphere. And there, I

waited to do battle.

The call came: The 'mechs were de-

iced, ready, and it was time to board. Af-

ter the cockpit slid closed, I had only the

view of the dock elevator and the glow of

my instruments for company. I could

feel the reactor warming up below me.

Anytime now.

Wrapping my right hand around the

control stick and my left around the throt-

tle, I
held my thumb poised over the trans-

mission switch. The elevator lurched up-

ward, and my weapons display illuminat-

ed. Scanning the arsenai, my index

snapped the toggles to configure for an Alpha strike, a mis-

sile barrage, and a laser barrage. I
let my thumb and index

hover over the three sensitive triggers.

Reaching up, I
initiated the advanced steering system and

released the torso lock of my 30-meter-tall robot warrior. I set-

tled my feet onto the pedals, slid back into the seat, and swal-

lowed hard as the elevator doors slid open.

Twilight. The desert planet was bathed in a purple glow

as the large crescent of thesecond moon hovered over the

dark and distant horizon. I checked my radar. Teammate to

the left, enemies behind, I slid the 'mech in gear and

stepped onto the dust-strewn concrete. As I turned, the sky

was etched with the parabolic wisps of missiles arcing to-

ward Hoover, my second. I
punched my throttle forward, fast-

er, steering with my feet to avoid the bunker-mounted de-

fense systems. I
checked the torso, a twist to the left, then

right. Slow and in control.

Keep the breath steady.

I saw them then, two against one, the orange spew of

flames casting dark shadows over the eroded rock for-

mations. Did a river once flow through here, millions of

years ago? I wanted to ponder; I wanted to explore the ali-

en beauty of this world, but as I approached, I felt the rum-

ble of the fire ir tie sndosteel skeleton of my Madcat V2 Bat-

tlemech. (You can choose between 25 'mechs.)

Toggling a gear change, I
jumped line 'mech into reverse

for an instant to slow the inertia of the 60-ton extension of my
being. I shut down propulsion and stopped, twisting the tor-

so slowly. My computer first targeted Hoover, and I

nudged the joystick left, the crosshairs moving over to tar-

get the Thor Version One. Marasaki. The enemy. His name

flashed in red as the hairs pulsed, telling

me it was time—togotowar. Range: 200

meters. I thumbed an Alpha strike and

watched as my salvo arced toward him,

A solid hit. Hoover must have softened his

armor, because his 'mech disintegrated

into a flash of orange and white. Mar-

asaki's cockpit, a Kevlar-reinforced safe-

ty shell, blasted away. He would live to

fight again. I watched my heat scale low-

er as the heatsinks set into my 'mech

bled away the reactor's temperature.

I released my breath, forgetting that I'd

been holding it all this time.

Reality came back to me in a cold

chill. For the last half hour I
had been im-

mersed in the technology of 3052, far

from the cold breezes of Lake Michigan

and the Windy City. They call it the BattleTech Center, and

the Chicago-based center is only one of three in the world.

(The other two are across the ocean in Japan, in Tokyo and

Yokohama.) Virtual World Entertainment has stumbled into

what could be the next drug: a virtual experience so real

that I felt the primitive, puny technology of our twentieth cen-

tury as soon as I stepped back into reality.

The BattleTech experience is complete, from costumed

assistants to yellow-and-black caution tape outlining the

Ready Area. Virtual World Entertainment has gone to great

lengths to make the experience of far-future robotic warfare

as real as possible. The player descends into an entire fic-

tional realm, replete with warring feudal houses, advanced

and plausible technology, and the opportunity to control a

nh c -obot with as much complexity as

he or she dares assume. The experience is governed by a

network of custom-designed computers, controlling the play-

ers' cockpits and the virtual world they enter.

While the system allows the BattleTech game to be

played with only two controls, it also gives the option of un-

limited detail, providing a cockpit that includes an instru-

ment panel as full as a Learjet's. Every one of the hundred-

plus controls is functional, allowing a multitude of steering

and combat options, screens upon screens of maps, sen-

sors, and damage assessment.

Could this be the next drug? Physiologically speaking, the

BattleTech virtual-rea ity experience- c.evates the heartbeat,

excites t'ie swsai glands, pumps the adrenaline, and wash-

es euphoria through the veins. All of that on a cold, dusky-

purple moon of the Inner Sphere. Or was it the iakefront of

Chicago? I can't be sure.—PAUL SCHUYTEMA
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IF SMELLS COULD
KILL . .

.

Cows' brealh may smell

pretty rank, but some
mosquitoes love it to death.

Daniel Kline, a U.S.

Department of Agriculture

crave high-energy nectar to

sustain flight.) Many species

Kline says, enjoy the smell of

water-buffalo urine.

One of the most trying

parts of the study, Kline

admits, is field-testing the

traps. To quantify mosquito

ALTHOUGH EUROPE IS THE SECOND SMALLEST

CONTINENT IN AREA, IT HAS THE

SECOND LONGEST COASTLINE—37,887 MILES.

entomologist, is testing

octenol—a key compound in

the breath of ruminants—to

lure mosquitoes into traps. Of

the 71 species of mosquitoes

that call Florida home,
between 16 and 20 find pure

octenol or octenol blended

with carbon dioxide quite

enticing. "We're looking for

ways to minimize the use of

pesticides," Kline says.

"Drawing mosquitoes to

traps is one way."

Kline's lab is testing a host

of attractaht odors, including

subtle scents trom human
skin, animal skins, and flower

fragrances. (Mosquitoes

pjpuaiicn eveis, he ex-

plains, an intrepid researcher

must roll up a pant leg and

expose a naked calf to

raging hordes of mosquitoes

for one minute. On one trip,

Kline received 250 bites in 15

seconds. "After 15 seconds,

I had enough and simply

extrapolated the population

from that response."

—Sandy Fritz

"He that overvalues

himself will undervalue

others, and he that

undervalues others will

oppress them.
"

—Samuel Johnson

A HEALTHY ROOM IS

A LEAFY ROOM

You're working in your office,

and your stomach begins to

roil and your head starts to

pound. Don't assume the

pasl-arn: you had for lunch is

to blame: you may be suf-

fering the effects of airborne

pollutants from such items as

rugs and detergents, it's the

quintessential modern, high-

tech problem. Fortunately,

there's a low-tech, low-cost

solution: house plants.

According to former NASA
environmental scientist Bill

Wolverton, scattering plants

around your office or home
may be the easiest way to rid

the air of benzene fumes,

formaldehyde, and other

so-called "silent" pollutants

that can make indoor air up

to five times dirtier than the

air outside.

"We've always known"

that plants fight pollution,

Wolverton says. "We just

didn't know how." While

conducting research on how
colonies might survive in the

hostile environments of the

moon and Mars, Wolverton

and his colleagues found that

a plant's leaves act as its

police force, nabbing air-

borne pollutants. The plants

then funnel the coniarinants

down to the roots, where
microbes literally eat them,

After retiring from NASA,
Wolverton set up his own
lab to continue studying

plants' effects on indoor air,

cataloguing the pollutant-

fighting abilities of 42
varieties so far. He also

doubles as the scientific

spokesperson for the Plants

for Clean Air Council.

"Plants should be incorpo-

rated into a building's

design," he says. "If you seal

off a room away from plants,

you make the air unhealthy."

But just plopping a ficus in

your living room won't solve

all your air problems. You

need the right combination of

plants for effective, round-the-

clock protection. Chrysanthe-

mums, eureka palms, and
corn plants handle things

U.S. ASTRONAUTS ARE

PROVIDED WITH

SPECIAL FIREPROOF

PLAYING CARDS.

dL.rinc tiie day: succulents

such as jade plants and cacti

go to work after dark.

Wolverton suggests two or

more plants per room, and

he practices what he

preaches: He has a plant

system designed into his

home in Picayune, Mississip-

pi, that uses bathroom waste

water for its nourishment.

"Plants and people were

meant to be together," he

emphasizes. "We couldn't

live without them."

—Peter Callahan



LIVING OFF THE
(MARTIAN) LAND

Can the discovery of ihe

Northwest Passage through

the Canadian Arctic in 1906

help man reach Mars by the

turn of the next century?

Martin Marietta engineers

Robert Zubrin and David

Baker think so.

Zubrin and Baker's "Mars

Direct" plan relies on a "live

off the land" philosophy used

by some early explorers. For

instance, Roald Amundsen,
who discovered the North-

west Passage, was success-
. ful because he and his

crew knew how to survive

on local resources: When
frozen in on an island for

two years, they even got fat

from eating too much
caribou. Zubrin and Baker

would have the first Mars
explorers live off Martian

"caribou"—carbon dioxide

in the atmosphere.
The Mars Direct plan

begins with a single heavy-lifl

rocket launching an un-

manned Earth Return Vehicle

(ERV) from Earth to Mars.

Once on Mars, the ERV

would use a small nuclear

reactor and six tons ot liquid

hydrogen brought from home
to make both methane and
oxygen from ihe Martian

atmosphere, which is 95

percent carbon dioxide. An
onboard pump would suck in

Martian air and then a nickel

catalyst would cause the

carbon dioxide and ijquid

hydrogen to become meth-

ane and water. The methane
would be stored, and
sleci'lcily supplied by the

reactor would split the water

into oxygen and hydrogen.

The hydrogen would be
recycled to react with more
carbon dioxide, while the

oxygen would be stored. Two
years later, astronauts would

land on Mars at the same
site. Excess fuel from the first

ERV launch would allow

the astronauts to explore

Mars in a rover, and
the Mars-fueled ERV would
return- them to Earth.

The plan, Zubrin says,

saves time, money, and
technological woes by re-

ducing the amount of mass
that needs to be launched
Irom Emi'n.—Devera Pine

SECRET

If you have diabetes,

cinnamon could be more
than a tasty topping on

cereal or toast— one day it

could be part of your

treatment. Scientists at the

U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture's Human Nutrition

Research Center in Belts-

ville, Maryland, believe

the spice contains an

unidentified compound that

may greatly boost the

effectiveness of insulin.

The researchers tested a

variety of spices in cells to

see if they could influence

insulin. Of them all,

cinnamon consistently

had a positive effect,

boosting insulin activity in

several experiments by

nearly 1 ,200 percent.

,
Although cinnamon con-

tains chromium, a mineral

linked to insulin effective-

ness, other spices with

more chromium didn't

produce the same dramatic

results. "We're isolating

hundreds of different com-
pounds found in cinnamon
to find out what exactly

ihe bi

cal activity of insu-

lin," notes bio-

chemist Richard

Anderson, who
heads the re-

search project.

Cinnamon's effects may
one day allow diabetics to

take less insulin. "That's

very important," Anderson
expai'is, "because most of

the secondary problems

diabetics get, like cardiovas-

cular disease, are the result

oi elevated insulin."

Cltnica! studies on peo-

ple will begin soon,

Anderson says. "We've

already heard from diabet-

ics saying they've seen a

definite improvement by

using a half a teaspoon of

cinnamon a day."

Anderson's cinnamon dis-

covery points out how little

we know about the ways
food can influence health,

according to Don
McCormick, chairman of

the biochemistry depart-

ment at Atlanta's Emory
University School of Medi-

cine. "There is a diverse

abundance of natural foods

that may well have
beneficial, even directly

palliative effects," he notes.

"That's why it's so important

to eat a varied diet,"

—Sherry Baker
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MEAT POLLUTION

As if meat didn't have

enough of an image problem

these days, a recent study by

the California Institute of

Technology found that in Los

Angeies, more than the usual

suspects are responsible for

its infamous smog: Meat

cooking on restaurant grills

and backyard barbecues

does Its smoky part as well.

The culprit isn't the smoke
from the grill's burning coals,

but compounds released by

the meat itself while it cooks.

"If you walk around the city

and look for visible emissions

from stationary sources."

says Caltech environmental

engineer Glen Cass, "there

are very few sources except

for these commercial

charbroilers."

Cass and his colleagues

tracked ihe meat-smoke
component in the air by a
familiai chemical compound

—

cholesterol— and found that

cooked meat causes up to 4

percent of the city's visibility

problem on any given day-

While that may not seem
high, Cass emphasizes that

"it's lots of these little

The right taste.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quilting Smoking

Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

manufacturers 'everyday list prices,

exclusive of coupons, special promotions and

temporary price reductions. Prices optional

with participating retailers,

Viceroy Kings, 15 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg.

nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method. *s.s

activities that are producing

our present problems."

An accumulation of small

efforts could cut L.A.'s haze

by as much as 50 percent,

Cass estimates.

— Peter Callahan

DIRTY FOREVER

While waiting for the wash,

the soil on your clothes goes

through chemical changes

that could leave some of the

garments stained forever.

A recent study at Cornell
"

University in Ithaca, New
York, found that it can take

POLAR BEARS HAVE SLACK SKIN. THEY APPEAR

WHITE BECAUSE THEIR HAIR IS HOLLOW
AND COLORLESS, REFLECTING THE SUNLIGHT.

only a week for the skin oil in

soiled clothing to leave a
permanent mark. "It's going

to be worse the longer you let

it sit around," warns S. Kay

Obendorf, chairman of the

textile and apparel depart-

ment, who conducted the

study with Eun Kyung Park.

As your dirty clothes sit,

the carbon-carbon double

bonds present in various

skin-oil molecules oxidize,

becoming more soluble and

easier to wash. Yet as more

time passes, these same
compounds can react with

one another to form larger

molecules that are tougher to

wash out. Meanwhile, the

skin-oil compounds on the

clothes are oxidizing, chang-

ing from clear to yellow and

possibly reacting with the

cellulose fibers in clothing

like a dye. It's a stain tough

for any detergent to remove.

In the lab. with plenty of

oxygen and light, Obendorf

and Park have brought this

oxidation reaction on in less

than two hours. In the dark,

relatively airless confines of

the laundry bag, it may take

one or two weeks. "This is

most likely to happen with

something you didn't know
was stained to begin with,"

Obendorf says.

—Ed Hardy

The right taste at the right price.

v\CER°Y

Our everyday low price is always lower than that of Marlboro

and Winston. About $4.00 a carton lower*

Viceroy.The Red Pack at theRight Price.
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VOICE OF A
NEW MACHINE

When accomplished tenor

Ingo Tilze walked onstage at

the University of Iowa Clapp
Recital Hall to join robotic

tenor Pavarobotti in his

operatic debut last year, the

audience undoubtedly

steeled itself for another

tedious performance of man
and voice synthesizer. But

fists can learn more about

how various factors influence

voice and speech, and the

machine will eventually also

find use as a voice-education

tool. By analyzing a speaking

or singing voice in use, "it

can show the most effective

way to use your voice," Titze

says, "and it can show the

least damaging way to use

your voice."

Research stemming from

THE AUSTRALIAN WALKING FISH CAN NOT ONLY

SURVIVE WITHOUT WATER, IT CAN
ACTUALLY CLIMB TREES TO FEED ON INSECTS..

unlike the digitally simulated

human voices often found in

toys and cars, Pavarobotti's

voice is, in some ways, nearly

indistinguishable from that of

a person.

Researchers at the Na-

tional Center of Voice and
Speech in Iowa City created

Pavarobotti's voice from

computer models showing

lung pressure and air flow.

"It's just a simple matter of

writing all the physical laws

[governing human speech]

on a computer program,"

explains Titze, the cen-

ter's director.

By studying

Pavarobotti, scien-

Pavarobotti may help to build

new voice boxes for people

who have lost theirs due to

disease or accident. Doctors

have so far found it difficult to

construct voice prostheses

because the larynx occupies

only a small space in the

neck, where it connects to

several major blood vessels,

Titze explains. "But still, it

might be possible to replace

pieces of soft tissue in the

larynx," he says.

—Joseph Baneth Allen

AMELIA EARHART—
THE MYSTERY
CONTINUES

Last year, The Internationa!

Group for Historic Aircraft

Recovery (TiGHAR)
declared that it had found

proof—parts of a shoe

and a wing section—that

Amelia Earhart crashed

on the South Pacific atoll

of Nikumaroro when her

Lockheed plane disap-

peared in July 1937. It looks

convincing, but Bill

Prymak, president of the

Amelia Earhart Society

(AES) in Broomfield,

Colorado, claims that

TIGHAR is wrong.

The heel and sole the

group found came from a

size 9 shoe, but the curator

of the Earhart museum in

Atchison, Kansas, and

Earhart's sister both agree

the aviatrix wore

a size 6 to

6V2, accord-

ing to

Prymak,

What about the alleged

wing section? In an AES
publication, Ed Werner,

who Prymak says was in

charge of assembling

Earharfs plane, says, "The

rivet holes on the Earhart

airplane were three inches

apart, but the ones on the

other piece were four

inches apart."

Hard evidence has

convinced "every research-

er in our group" that Earhart

went down in the Marshall

Islands, Prymak says. "She

was possibly taken to

Saipan and then to Japan."

As for what happened
afterward, Prymak has only

"tantalizing evidence but

nothing concrete. We do

have a telegram from her to

her husband, George
Putnam, which was dated

August 28, 1945, from a
prison camp in China."

When the whole story

comes out, Prymak
says, "it's going to be

a huge black mark

against Franklin De-

lano Roosevelt, Harry

Truman, and Amelia

Earhart herself."

—Peggy N00nan
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Psychiatrists and psychologists

with advanced degrees are investigating the mysterious

realm of kunclalini, UFOs, and gliosis.

DARKSIDE

ARTICLE BY PATRICK HUYGHE
Tell us about it. Terrorized by little

gray creatures with large black eyes

who whisk you away from your

bedroom at night? Plagued by
poltergeists rattling the bookshelf and

hurling pictures from the wall?

Haunted by the ghost of a loved one,

say, or precognitive dreams that turn

suddenly real? Whatever the nature of

your encounter with the unknown, you

may have been left physically drained

or emotionally scarred. Chances are,

you've confided in no one, fearful

friends and relatives would consider

you insane. So where do you turn?

Actually, you have some options.

You might, for instance, place your

trust in someone who makes a

business out of the unknown. You

saw the movie; you know the tune.

Who you gonna call? Ghostbusters!

If it's psychic troubles you've had,

you call a parapsychologist. And

when it comes to possessions and

visions and such, there's always the

minister, rabbi, or parish priest. On
the plus side, you can be fairly

confident these people will believe

you. On the other hand, if your trouble

is even partially psychological, how
much help would they be?

Jhat's where mainstream psychol-

ogists and psychiatrists come in. If

you're hallucinating, they might have

a treatment or cure. But don't expect

them to believe you. They'll dismiss

your story as a raving fantasy, and if

you can't shake the episode, you may

end up diagnosed with schizophrenia

and on antipsychotic drugs.

Not what you had in mind? Then

consider your third option: the new
breed of mental-health professional

now contending that such other

worldly experiences are legiti-

mate and commonplace among the

PAINTING BY THOMAS THRUN
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sane. That's not to say they

accept the reality of alien

abductors or precognition or

ghosts—though much to the

horror of their colleagues, a

few of them have. But what

many of these therapists

have come to believe over

the past five years is that

such experiences— regard-

less of their cause—are com-

mon among normal, healthy

people, and that those who
find themselves traumatized

by such episodes are just as

deserving of psychological

--inisTrations as those who suf-

fer anxiety, depression, or

the trauma that follows a

plane crash or a rape.

To signal the birth of this

new discipline, some dedicat-

ed professionals have even

formed a group known as

TREAT, for clinicians and

physical and behavioral sci-

entists interested in the Treat-

ment and Research of Expe-

rienced Anomalous Trauma.

TREAT, which holds a con-

ference each spring, deals

with everything from reports

of UFO abduction and pre-

cognition to near-death epi-

sodes, satanic possession,

and alleged contact with the

dead. Another favorite

TREAT area is kundalini

—

often perceived as a burn-

ing, vibrating, or electrifying

sensation associated with meditation or any other heavy-

duty spiritual chore.

By all indicators, TREAT is a movement whose time has

come. Indeed, every national poll on the paranormal con-

firms just how widespread such experiences are. A 1992 sur-

vey by the Roper Organization, for instance, suggests that

2 percent of the population, or 1 of every 50 aduli Ameri-

cans, exhibits the symptoms that sometimes mask a UFO
abduction experience. A 1987 study conducted by Andrew

Greeley and colleagues at the University of Chicago

showed that 42 percent of American adults reported con-

tact with the dead, 67 percent claimed ESP experiences, and

31 percent reported clairvoyance. And a 1981 Gallup poll

showed that an extraordinary 15 percent of all people re-

vived from the cusp of death reported the spectacle of the

near-death experience in which they glimpsed such gener-

ic signposts as beckoning loved ones or a tunnel of light.

One- must not, of course, mistake these experiences for

proof of their reality. "Truth should not be defined by what

people believe," warns Harold Goldstein, a psychologist in

the division of epidemiology and services research branch

of the National Institutes of Mental Health. "Facts are facts,

3e OMNI

Now it may turn out that

there are aliens and such

things, but there needs to be

evidence for it, and belief is

not evidence."

Then again, say the profes-

sionals on the frontier of the

new psychology, beliefs

should not be dismissed.

"Paranormal experiences are

so common in the general

population," psychiatrists

Colin Ross of Dallas and

Shaun Joshi of Winnipeg,

Canada, said In a recent is-

sue of the Journal of Ner-

vous and Mental Disease.

"that no theory of normal

psychology or psycnopstho

ogy which does not take

them into account can be

comprehensive." Such experi-

ences, they say, could be

studied scientifically, "in the

same way as anxiety, depres-

sion, or any other set of ex-

periences" without making

"any decision as to whether

some, all, or none of them

are objectively real."

That may sound good in

theory, but some observers

wonder whether it's really

possible in practice. Thera-

pists, it turns out, are no

more immune to the potent

lure of the unknown than any-

one else. Unwary spec alists

of the human mind may, in

fact, be particularly prone to

accepting the reality of their patients' fascinating tales. And

enchantment can lead to obsession. The psychoanalyst

Robert Lindner admitted as much in 1955 after coming un-

der the spell of a patient who provided detailed accounts of

visits into the future reality of another planet. To help the pa-

tient, Lindner studied the mass of written records Kirk had

prepared, noted the inconsistencies, and confronted him

with the errors. That effort forced cracks in the fantasy and

led, eventually, to Kirk's recovery. But Lindner, meanwhile,

become so absorbed in the story that he had difficulty extri-

cating himself from its grip, In his classic book, The Fifty-

Minute Hour, he admits to skirting "the edges of the abyss."

Now, some 35 years later, the latest mental-health profes-

sionals to flirt with UFO abduction, the near-death experi-

ence, and psychic phenomena face this danger as well.

One mental-health worker to dive headlong into the dark

pit of the unknown in recent years Is psychiatrist Rima

Laibow. Her sprawling office in the upscale Westchester Coun-

ty town of Hastings-on-Hudson, New York, is ringed with the

big fluffy pillows she uses in holding therapy, originally de-

signed to repair early attachment deficits in autistic children

but now used with other serious childhood and adult prob-
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lems as well. Dressed in blue slacks

and a blouse, her Tizzy hair tossed to

one side; Laibow recalls her first pro-

fessional journey through the looking

glass. "It was "980
:

' she explains, "arc

a patient whom I had known for many
years came :o me in a state of s-r<e;y

and panic because, out of the corner

of "ier eye. she had caught sight of the

cover of Communion."
The patient, a 43-vear-olc! carciolo-

gist. had never reac This 1 967 bes: sell-

er by horror novelist Whitley Streber.

didn't Know that it concerned alleged

encounters wtn UFC entihes. and had
rever been inlercs:cd ir Ino subiect of

a ien abduction at a . Desoife al this,

altoi glimps ng die cove' of Commun-
ion, sne c a med le"ifying memory frag-

ments of encounters with crea-.ures

like, those on the book's cover.

"Such notions had a ways struck me
as psychotic," Laibow explains, "but

his pa: en", taught ""e otherwise." Ccn-

vinceP tna: he 1" paoen: showed no sigr

of major psychopathic ogy. in (act.

La oow came up with a d'fforent diag-

nos s 'or the sudden breakdown the car-

dioloc si experienced
J

o owing recall of

an al cged alien encounter: posttrau-

matic stress disorder, or PTSD.
According to the most reeeir. Diag-

nostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders, PTSD sa stress reactor he
gered by vanoes external events "out-

sde the range of usual human experi-

ence." Triggehrg events, "he American
Psycniairic Association's manual goes

on to say
:
include such atrocities as

rape, war, and natural d sasters like

earthquakes oi Hoods, which a -e "usu-

ally oxoencrcec with intense iea-
:

ter-

ror, and helplessness." In fact,

Laibow's patient met all the criteria for

PTSD but one, "There had been no

known trauma," recalls Laibow, "so I

thought, how could she have PTSD
when we all know there couldn't possi-

oly be an external event like ar aiier.

abduction -cot d :here 7
'

Over the weeks that followed.

La-bow wo-kec to que I he' patients anx-

iety and panic. But the doctor herself

remained genuinely puzzled, In

search of answers, she -cad all the \-\-

erature she could find on reported ali-

en abductions arid spoke to the primary

hives: galcrs n the helci: New York art-

is: Budd Hookms, wno had wr tten Iwc

hocks on the topic, and Temple Univer-

si:y h sto'ian David Jacobs, who, like

Hookns, had become a kind of lolk gu

ru and de facto therapist for UFO ab-

duction victims.

"Wha: I
founc," Laibow states. "left

me both imoressed and appalled." She

was impressed she says because
"there's a substantial body of data sug-

oes: ng ".hat undo' seme circumstanc-

es, at some times, fo- some reason,

there are things n toe atmosphere we
call UFOs Inai appca.' to nave external

pnysical reality." But sne was appa leo

because from her "sad anc snockng
expeuence U : cgv as it exis:s iocay

is little more than a col eo: or of beliel

systems vying for dominance. The
field is plagued by the notion that just

co .eolinc rca: sU" is tne same as do-

ne -esca'ci" 1

. I: I wee tne National Sc-
once Foundation. I wouldn't fund this re-

search ekhec"
Hoping to change ail hat. Laibow ec-

gan by gvirg UFO a u cue:.or and the

who:t- gam j
1

cv cxpo'ionce with unex-

plained phenomena a new, more re-

spectable name. 'hy.-te.'.-e-Ci^P .; ..:'"..-

aiO'js ;rau~a. ' sne calied : sc that "pro-

fess'ona.s, wno would otherwise stop

listening because you've rnentionec

UFOs, parapsychology, and oiher

wo'-d :hings wou ; d now stop and proc-

ess those three w;ords n reialior :o

each other and ask, 'Like what?"'

~ne strategy wtrkeo. In tact, wiih the

name expewicoo: ar;omaiou5 trauma

as a draw. Laioow leunc dozers of psy-

chiatrists and -h.D. psycho.ogis:s ir-

figueo by he' ideas. To take advantage
of the momentum, she formed an um-

brella organization for the Treatment

and Research of Experienced Anom-
alous Trauma, or TREAT, and held the

group's first meeting in May 1989.

TREAT quickly ait-acted some o-g

guns in the mental-heath community.

; dscro
He i the U

late a definition oi the disorder as

far back as 1980. In the past two dec-

ades. Wilson has isteneo' pati^uily lo

more than 10,000 peope traumatized

by some major ife evert and has con-

ducteo ma or studies of PTSD in Viet-

nam combat veterans and victims of tox-

ic exposure.

Wilson's own curoshy with the un-

known dates oac r- ct ' ihiood, when
a neighbor of his worked for Project

Blue Book, the notorious A;r Force ef-

fort responsible lc
r investigating

UFOs. When the aoducfion phenome-
non emerged, he began to wonder
what symptoms :he al eged victims

would reoort. "The tries: obvious an-

swer," he says, "is that they would
have PTSD."

According to Wilson, in fact, those

who 'oport '"-emeries o- UFO abduc::on

find themselves ir tne same sen of psy-

cnolcgics ly stressful dilemma as

those wno have beer exposed io nv ::-

ibe iox-c con tarn i rants sucn as hydro-



gs.'i 31, fide. They aren't sure about t
:

"

ne exola ns, rot sure anybody is go-

ing to believe them, don't know now to

stop it, and don't know how lone, it has

gone on, Bui the big difference is that

frees claiming a UFO abduction don't

even Know :

f 11 occurred J
or sure. If

you've beer exposed lo a lex c cl"0"'i-

eal you oar. usually nave a toxicclogis:

come and study your house, and
they' I say. yeah, ii's there, or it's no:.

But so-eone who's had a UFO abduc-
tion experience can't point to the

-
: yirg

saucer or :ne liU.le gray guy with the al-

mord-shaped eyes. Thar puts :hem in

a real y psychologically ensnaring po-

s tion " r fact Wi son places UFO ao-

Ouctions and exoosure to invisible tox-

ic contaminants in the same genera cat-

egory of :raumal:e experiences as child-

hood sexual aouso anc psychological

torture, callina .horn exc~oles of "|-pd-

..;oi i
v.,ls (hsl may lead to P Si; but

his col-

anomalous
ental-healtn

in childhood

hen kids or

ed b

sexua melesta: en. o r race and wenl lo

see a mentai-heakh prclessional, they

were told. 'That's a fantasy; thai

doesn'l happen, it can't be real' \:

wasrn until no Sixties :nai the Ameri-

can College c
J
Pediatries even did a

siue-y to find out wnat was going on.

And then, voila, it was out of the clos-

et, and today we have hard data on

onildkocd sexual abuse. I here isa par-

a Ie hero to anomaous experience;

whether it's UFO abduction or demon
oossessien. ou' culfu'e says no."

But as fa r as Wi son is concerned,

the cultural disbelief system will

change as anomalous trauma beeches
a d agnosuc subcategory of PTSD.
"American culture is on the leading

edgso~ th s material "he says, arc: my
ored cuon s tnat within I ve to :en

years, the .dea ol experienced anom-
alous trauma w II ge: the serious con-

sideration it deserves,"

Indeed, with W Ison's stamp of approv-

al and Laibow's promotional drive, oth-

er psychiatrists and psycholog s:s

nave hegun to come around, One al-

cady going that route is kunealini ex-

pert Bonnie Greenwell, a Califomia-

oasee psychotne-ao:s: and author of En-

ergies of Transformation. This "en= r

gy
phenomenon." as Greenwell calls it,

has been described by Hindu mystics

anc prac: tioners of Yoga as an "awak-

ening'' of spiritual energy ihat suppos-
edly "sleeps" at the oase of the spine.

But kundalini awakenings, considered

the beginning of the process of enlight-
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on-cnt oy mas:ers of the :ecrn gue.

can result m sehous psychological dis-

turbance as well.

And that's where G-eenwel comes
in. Even:hoo^:::;,a^ciK. kundai.n ex-

ths ex.oer eree can oe a niemmare. In-

deed, those undergoirrg the kundalini

exper enoe don" seen ie knew what nit

the^ because they are unaware that it

m.ighi be trggeree by anything from a

physical u'Ejma or emovcral shock "0

a ; cng-te'~ spntual oracfioe or dose of

LSD. What's more, says Greenwell, the

expeuence may be acccpanied by vi-

sions and .rai'iOO; ".he sensauon of leav-

ing the body, and ate.naring periods

o" ecsvasy and desoa/, symoroms that

ecu d leae ie pa:heegica diagnoses by

conventional shrinks.

But Western medicine Is not alone in

i:s ignorance of kunoal ni. according to

»lt
:

s easy

to mistake the kundalini

experience

for a breakdown. In Buddhist

retreats, there

are even cases where people

had to be taken

to psychiatric hospitals,

9

G'oerwoll "vlauy sbnitua :oachers con'i

have a clue what :o do with it. either.

Some teachers wil te 11 them it can't be
kundalini or it would 'eel good," she

says. "Otners :ell '.hesB oeopie they're

having a breakdown. There are even

1918. 0urng of ild'ieod Sxrah spo-i :. u-

rrierous hours communing with her de-

ceased father and as an adult used

leaving tner

i by lights upi

!- feel they '-e

cases in B odh st r streats where peo-

pie have be on taker yeniatrichos- grate her expe'iences in a

pitalswhen they ha a fa ndaiini open-

ing. Many /no t ach yoga or Greenwell probably se

mecitat'on :ed to the ex- ttents with kundalini proble

tent that t- through this apists on the East coast,

very unfortu- cause kundalmi is largely

nate. and i the rnapr reasons phenomenon, The high p
I
started d ia I do meditators out Wesi, she

Greenw I 's cnaf incl des helping means "you have a lo

andenahled he'

md inte-

pnone reierr,

founded by C

husband, Sta

en -.he altered sia.e

i month," says Ueare R-oy-.-

1



therapist and the Network's program di-

rector. "People call us when something

is happening that they don't under-

stand. The volunteers who answer the

phone come from a variety of back-

grounds and many of them have expe-

rienced some critical or frightening pe-

riod of spiritual emergence of their own.

So they can truthfully say to the caller,

'I know what you're going through; I've

been there.' What we do, essentially, is

listen. That's the greatest gift that we
can give to a caller. We don't judge the

content of what they say. We respond

to the feeling rather than the content.

We never diagnose."

After talking to the caller for a while,

SEN volunteers provide the name and

number of one of the 500 people in the

SEN database, These people range

from psychiatrists and psychologists

who are familiar with the SEN philoso-

phy of "spiritual emergence" to sha-

mans, psychics, healers, or clergy in

the troubled caller's area.

"The types of calls seem to go in cy-

cles," notes Brown. "We will often get

a lot of the same calls at about the

same time from ail over. For a while we
may get a lot of kundalini calls. Then
we may get a lot of psychic opening,

including out-of-body experiences, te-

lepathy, and uncanny coincidences. Oth-

er callers report possession, psychic at-

tack by demons, and the like."

Despite'the common goals of work-

ers like Greenwell and Laibow, howev-

er, the TREAT movement has run into

some trouble of its own. The reason:

Laibow's strong resistance to the pio-

neering group of workers without pro-

'bssio.nai credentials who aided the spir-

itually traumatized in the first place,

years before it became fashionable for

those with degrees. The biggest rift was
caused by her refusal to accept artist

Budd Hopkins, author of the classic vol-

umes Missing Time and Intruders, and

the individual who brought the plight of

UFO abductees to the attention of phy-

sicians and the general public when
everyone else was ignoring them or call-

ing them insane. Laibow's beef;

Hopkins and others had been hypno-

tizing the alleged abductees to elicit

their tales, and they had no business

doing so "since their formal training

amounted to just about nil." Such "wan-

nabe clinicians," she believes, can be
very dangerous, indeed.

Says Laibow, "There's a huge differ-

ence in being able to induce a hypnot-

ic trance and being a clinician who
knows what to do when you've got a

trance, who knows how to not contam-

inate the material, and who knows how

to facilitate recovery rather than cause
retraumatization—because people can

be retraumatized by the unconscious

repetition of their material. And what do

you do if a UFO investigator does you

clinical harm by taking on clinical respon-

sibilities? Where is his malpractice lia-

bility, and how are you going to be pro-

tected? People who are not willing to

take the time and the effort to become
clinicians should not be stomping

around in the unconscious."

Though many professionals agreed

with Laibow's argument, others felt it

was unjust to throw out those who had

brought the phenomenon to their atten-

tion in the first place. As Hopkins him-

self said, "Where have all the mental-

health professionals been all these

years while these people were clamor-

ing for help." In fact, the dispute has

done little to diminish Hopkins' influ-

ence, who continues to bring mental-

health professionals into the fold.

One of Hopkins' recruits is Harvard

Medical School psychiatrist John
Mack, author of the 1977 Pulitzer Prize-

winning biography of Lawrence of Ara-

bia. Though he is the most prominent

and respected member of the mental-

health profession to take an interest in

anomalous experiences in recent

years, Mack is not a pretentious man.
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IT.e pho:o to 1 '- a Boston GiobR prolilo

shows him standing in a field wearing

corduroy slacks and a plaid shirt, his

soft gray-green eyes staring calmly at

the camera. Unlike most therapists

who take an interest in these matters,

Mack makes no attempt to hide the

fact that he is "open to what these peo-

ple are telling us."

Mack met Budd Hopkins in January

1990, and was impressed both by the

man and the case histories of alleged

UFO abductions he had collected over

the years. "The stories didn't sound at

all like dreams or fantasies to me,"

says Mack, his voice resonant with au-

thority. "It sounded like; something real

was happening. And I thought, well, if

this is real, what is it? Then Budd
asked if I wanted to see some of these

people, and I realized I was crossing

some kind of line, but I said yes."

Since then, Mack has heard abduc-

tion stories from people of all walks of

life. "Forty years of psychiatry," he

says, "has given me no way to exola n

what I'm encountering in my interviews

and hypnosis sessions of these indivd-

uals. Something is going on; something

is happening to these people. I'm con-

vinced of it,"

In fact, Mack has done as much as

TREAT to bring anomalous trauma to

eemer stag;; n no proiossiona. domain.

He has spoken freely with the media
about his interest and has given talks

and participated in private conferenc-

es on the subject. Colleagues who
hear him speak often raise the issue of

whether UFO abduction stories might

not be covers for episodes of sexual

abuse and incest in childhood. But ac-

cording to Mack, the reverse has been

the case. "There is not a single known
case of the thousands that have been
ir.vestige.tec •vne fe exolo'irg or looking

into the abduction story revealed be-

hind it an incest or sexual-abuse histo-

ry," he says, "but therapists looking for

incest stories have come up with UFO
abduction memories instead."

Mack understands his colleagues' re-

luctance to delve into the subject. "It's

so shocking to the paradigm of psychol-

ogy and psychiatry, which tend to look

for the source of the experience in the

psyches of the people who are affect-

ed rather than to acknowledge that

something mysterious is happening to

these people. The onenornenon is not

simply a product of their mental condi-

tion but has some kind of objective re-

ality. Whether you call it extraterrestrial

or other-dimensional, what it really

means is that we may live i'n a rather

dihercnt iniverse !

rom the one Western

science has told us we live in,

Mack speaks ot -,-as: philosoch cal im-

plications for this phenomenon and hu-

man identity in the cosmos. "There's re-

ally a great fear of opening up our

world beyond what we know," he says,

"But we need to get out of the box we're

in and see ourselves in relationship to

the universe, and I think this phenome-

non could be very important ir expand-

ing our sense of ourselves."

Mack's daring views are not shared

by all therapists involved in the dark

side of the unknown. "If aliens are com-

ing and invading us and abusing us in

a very literal sense, argues Toronto psy-

chotherapist David Gotlib, "then it's dif-

ficult for me to understand how a sig-

nificant portion of those who are taken

could find it curious or enlightening. If

you compare it to the Holocaust or the

Vietnam War or any kind of traumatic

event, then sure you can learn to grow

through it, but only after a lot of pain

and soul searching, and not right away.

So it discourages me from subserving

to a literal explanation. It also suggests

to me that the phenomenon may be de-

pendent on who's experiencing it as

well as on what's happening."

Gotlib has thought a lot about UFOs
since 1988 when he began treating a

woman who had been turned down by
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oinei" therapsh- because sne canned
her anxiety wss due to an alien abduc-

lior. he has now seen 40 such patients

and publishes the Bulletin at

Anomalous Experience so that his 150

subscribers h liio mental neaith profes-

sions can network and exchange ide-

as on UFO abduction reports and re-

lated phenomena. "I don't expect to

solve the ouzzle or have the ouzzle

solved in my lifetime," notes Gotlib.

"These kinds of things have been go-

ing on for hundreds of years. I think if

,ve si-j'l Irvine :o solve the question de-

finitively, ther we're chasing our tail.

What I'm most concerned about is, how
can we help these people?"

Gotlib sees his next oatiert -no 50

minutes later calls back to answer his

i questions. "Basically, what we
have to do is listen to them without judg-

ment. You let them knew :hat there are

a lot of other people who have had
these kinds of experiences, that they

are not crazy, they ate ret psychotic,

they are no: mentally i

:

,
they aren't los-

ng their minds, and this has the e'fect

of empowering them. You talk about the

different ways that people understand

this experience, and you exp'ore it

with them. One patient left saying that

his fear had been transformeo into cj-

'iosity. If I can do that, then I
think I've

met my therapeutic objective."

t's not a surprise, of course, thai

Mack. Laibow, and other mental-

health professional championing the

anomalous have faced a growing bar-

rage of criticism both from. colleagues

and OLiSicers Are tnese the -agists, crit-

. wonder, clinging to the myth of

their own mental impregnability and be-

ing drawn into toe abyss by the mag-
netic pull of their patients' experiences9

"One needs to monitor one's own re-

action to what it is that goes on," cau-

tions NIMH psychologist Harold Gold-

stein. "You can be sympathies c you

can be empaihic, you can be under-

standing, but your goal as a therapist

is not to leap '
rr.o the same pit as the

patient, but to be there to help pull some-

one out. I
think that when physicians o r

psychologists erciorse these things, or

appear to endorse them, we do real

carnage to issues of rationa ity and re-

alistic evidence. When we reach a

point that what's true is what people oe-

ieve. then we've sunk to a very danger-

ous situation."

Bill Ellis, a researcher n conte™pc-

-ary legends at Pennsylvar a State Uni-

versity in Hazleton applauds mental-

health professionals for coming to

gr osw hi anomalous experences, but,

like Goldstein, th nks a little more ob-

jectivity is in order. "I think we forget

how easily, even if unintentionally, ther-



apists can communicate through body

language what they want from their pa-

tients," he says. "It's the clever Hans phe-

nomenon. It's like the horse that could

come up with the square root of 360,

but what it had really learned to do was

keep pawing the ground until its train-

er relaxed. The trainer was not doing it

deliberately. The trainer was convinced

that the horse could add and subtract

and do square roots. But eventually,

somebody who was smart enough to fig-

ure out what was going on stopped

watching the horse and started watch-

ing the trainer. I think we should have

more people watching the therapists."

Doing just that is Robert Baker, a re-

tired professor of psychology who
taught at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and the University of Ken-

tucky. And Baker doesn't like what he

sees. "I hope we can do something

about this nonsense, because it's get-

ting to the point where it's almost a na-

tional panic disorder," he says. "We
have to do something about therapists

who really don't know what they're do-

ing. The therapists who commit them-

selves to this nonsense are not aware

of major areas of human behavior and

just do not understand the way the hu-

man nervous system works."

One thing that fools therapists, says

Baker, is cryptoamnesia, a series of

false memories that form a fantasy

with a few minor elements of truth

thrown in. "The fact is, we do not remem-

ber things exactly," he explains. "We
change, arrange, and distort the mem-
ories we have stored to better serve our

needs and desires. We fill the gaps in

memory with events that never hap-

pened or with events that did not hap-

pen the way we imagine, and the re-

sults can be bizarre."

The other major cause of the wild sto-

ries people tell, according to Baker, is

sleep paralysis, asleep disorder accom-

panied by hallucinations that affects

about 5 percent of the population. In

sleep paralysis, Baker explains, "peo-

ple wake up in the middle of the night

and can't move. They feel like they're

wide awake, but they continue dream-

ing and in the dreams often see such

things as demons, .aliens, or ghosts.

Since they're partly awake, however,

they may think the dream really hap-

pened when, in fact, it didn't. It's no won-

der that people find this terrifying, and

that's what's responsible for the posttrau-

matic stress disorder that therapists are

talking about."

But Baker has no explanation for the

wild stories told by the therapists them-

selves, unless, he notes, they're "sim-

ply seeking attention." Laibow, for in-'

stance, claims to have personally expe-

rienced anomalous "healing," an event

she says cannot be explained by con-

ventional medical science. As Laibow

recalls, it was a muggy day in August

1991 when she "trucked on down to

Brooklyn to an unairconditioned high-

school auditorium filled with lots of Pol-

ish and Russian emigres. "She sat for

three hours, she says, watching Kiev-

based psychiatrist and self-proclaimed

healer Anatoly Kashperovsky dance to

Mew Age Gypsy music and thought,

"What's a nice girl like me doing in a

place like this?"

Anyway, there was Laibow, watching

Kashperovsky's performance, impatient

and skeptical and thinking, "This

wouldn't work well at the AMA," when
suddenly," she says, "this Caesarean

scar that I had, which was thick and

ropey and very prominent because I'd

gotten an infection immediately after the

delivery of my son, began to tingle." As
soon as she could decorously take a

peek, she hiked up her skirt and found

to her surprise that the scar was gone.

She immediately made an appoint-

ment with her gynecologist, "the head

of reproductive medicine at a major uni-

versity," who; Laibow claims, was
shocked when all he could find was a

very fine hairline scar. The gynecologist,

whom she will not name, was excited

by her story. "Imagine if we could do

that," Laibow says he exclaimed.

Laibow adds that the gynecologist may
be interested in collaborating on a fu-

ture study of healing. One possible sub-

ject: a Japanese healer who Laibow

says "seems-to have some very substan-

tial powers."

As founder of TREAT and raconteur

of stories both marvelous and strange,

Laibow is controversial to say the

least. But are the doctor and her col-

leagues merely misguided, marrying

their fortunes to the winds of culture,

much like those who touted fairies and

dragons in eras past? Or are they oni.6

something new? Will their quest lead

more people to come forward with

anomalous experiences and encoun-

ters, providing the data necessary for

proper scrutiny— perhaps even authen-

tication—by the scientific and medical

communities at large? In short, are

these mental-health professionals fool-

ing themselves, or are they forging ex-

traordinary paths through the byways of

consciousness and fhe murky outback

of the unknown? To answer these ques-

tions, of course, is to know the nature

of the unknown, and that is something

we humans have ceaselessly attempt-

ed for thousands of years— so far, with-

out much success. OO
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I In an overwhelming rush of exhilaration, you envision outside a porthole while L^fLr I

a s0l,g in lhe background keeps

I yourself streaking through the ozone hole repeating the upbeat message that girls just want

above Antarctica, piloting a space shuttle bound for 1 to have fun. Moments later, your alarm clock rings and you wake

Mars. In the copilot's chair sits Hillary Clinton, chatting up in your own familiar bed wondering what your latest i

with Princess Di via I cellular phone. Leaving the earth's dream might possibly mean. It never occurs

atmosphere, you notice a fleet of flying saucers floating to you that all of the images invoked by your sleeping
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unconscious were unavailable to dream-
ers a century ago.

The symbolic language of dreams
has come a long way since the heyday
of the horse and buggy. Even the past
several decades have seen dramatic
changes. If earlier generations wiled
away their bedtime hours dreaming
about cultural icons like Marilyn Mon-
roe and Elvis Presley, contemporary
dreamers are just as likely to experi-

ence nocturnal visits from Roseanne
Barr and Homer Simpson. At a rate un-
precedented in human history, evolving

technology and the mass media ex-
pose us all to an expanding panorama
of compelling images. "The images
that come across to us in television and
movies provide very powerful stimuli for

our dreams," says psychiatrist Mon-
tague Uliman, coauthor of Working
with Dreams. "When those images car-

ry personal meaning," he says,
"there's no question that they find their

way into our dream scenarios." From
CNN to MTV, from the Terminatorto com-
puter terminals, and from Michael Jack-
son to Boris Yeltsin, our daily lives pro-
vide an almost infinite source of props
and characters ready to take center
stage in our nightly dream theater.

Psychologists have long recognized
that the symbols appearing in our

dreams can mean different things to dif-

ferent people. A cigar can be a phallic

symbol to one person, while to another
it might symbolize Cuban president Fi-

del Castro or a former lover who fan-

cied stogies. For another, in the words
of psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud, "Some-
times a cigar is just a cigar," Yet de-
spite these individual differences, many
common symbols appear in our
dreams, just as many familiar threads
run through our shared daily cultural ex-

perience. By learning to recognize
such familiar symbols and the concepts
that tend to be associated with them,
we can more easily interpret the mean-
ings of our dreams and better under-
stand their relevance to our lives.

To help you gain insights into your
nighttime adventures, we present a sam-
pling of contemporary symbols that cli-

nicians frequently find turning up in our
dreams, along with a guide to their pos-
sible meanings. This modern dream lex-

icon was developed in cooperation
with leading researchers and clinicians

specializing in dream interpretation, in-

cluding dream psychologist Gayle De-
laney, psychiatrist Loma Flowers, and
psychiatrist Montague Uliman.

The End of the World
Nuclear War: The end of a close per-

sonal relationship or any other long-
term life situation can often be experi-

enced by your unconscious mind as the
end of the world as you know it. Such
a feeling is often expressed metaphor-
ically, in dreams in which you find your-

self confronting apocalyp.tic visions on
a global scale. "Nuclear war," says
dream psychologist Gayle Delaney, au-
thor of the book, Breakthrough Dream-
ing: How to Tap the Power of Your 24-

Hour Mind, "is something people have
been dreaming about since 1945.
Those who think these dreams are lit-

erally about nuclear war are taking a su-

perficial approach. It's far more likely

that such dreams represent a situation

that feels like the end of the world to

the dreamer, such as the loss of a
mate for an adult or the divorce of the
parents for a child." Sometimes, those
who are considering having an extra-

marital affair will dream about starting

a nuclear war, says Delaney, which re-

flects their feelings of guilt and fear

about potentially precipitating the de-
struction of a marriage.

Chernobyl: Many Nineties dreamers
invoke the image of nuclear meltdown
to represent a violent or highly destruc-

tive personal disaster. The dream im-

age of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster,

for example, may symbolize a cata-
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strophic life event such as incest or

child abuse, which has had a long-term,

devastating or emotionally poisonous ef-

fect on the life of the dreamer.
Homelessness: A less toxic image of

a personal life transition often manifests

itself in the concept of being homeless.
Although this dream image is especial-

ly common among women who are go
ing through a divorce, it doesn't neo
essarily have negative connotations
One recently divorced woman, for ex-

ample, dreamed of finding herself strand-

ed in a strange town without a place to

stay for the night because all the ho-

tels were full. As she started to despair,

she realized that she wouldn't die of ex-
posure even though it was raining and
dark. Instead, the dream expressed her

ability to use her own inner resources
to weather a personal storm.

The Challenger Explosion: In launch-
ing any new challenge, there's always
the fear that everything will blow up in

your face. Few images capture that

fear as completely as the explosion of

the space shuttle Challenger. A dream
about the Challenger explosion can rep-

resent a major inner conflict and the
fear that whatever you do will end in dis-

aster. It can also have a more specific

meaning, according to Gayle Delaney,

who states that some patients have in-

voked the dream image of explosive
booster rockets to represent the fear of

wreaking, havoc in their lives through an
extramarital affair.

A World Apart

The Russian Federation: "In dreams, re-

lationship issues are often represented
by countries and by, how you see
those countries," says San Francisco"

psychiatrist Loma Flowers, who empha-
sizes dream interpretation in her psy-
chotherapy practice. With the collapse
of the communist regime in the former
Soviet Union and the emergence of dem-
ocratic reforms in the new Russian Fed-
eration, the symbolic meaning of this ma-
jor world power has undergone a dra-

matic transition. According to Flowers,

during the Cold War, dreams about the

Soviet Union typically reflected feelings

of repression in a close personal rela-

tionship, including self-repression.

Since 1989, she says, that image has
undergone a reversal so that the Rus-
sians are currently seen as reformers
who represent an emerging sense of flex-

ibility in relationships with others. A
dream about Russia may therefore rep-
resent the dreamer's desire to let go
and open up to new life possibilities.

"The current political developments in

Russia," she adds, "also reflect the

risk of losing control and the many oth-

er problems attendant to such a transi-

tion. These developments are also like-

ly to be reflected in the richness of mean-
ing of dream images of Russia."

Red China and Tienanmen Square:
In striking contrast to the more positive

image of democratic Russia that has
emerged in recent years, dream images
related to Communist China have tak-

en on a decidedly negative bent since
the notorious massacre of hundreds of

peaceful demonstrators in Tienanmen
Square. Dreams containing such im-

ages typically reflect a sense of brutal

repression in a relationship with a co-
worker, mate, or other person. These
dreams need not necessarily take
place within the geographic boundaries
of Communist China but may simply con-

tain disquieting images of Chinese com-
munists pursuing or otherwise threaten-

ing the dreamer.

Wet Dreams
The Rubber Raincoat: In the age of

deadly sexually transmitted diseases,
the image of wearing or not wearing a
condom has taken on an expanded sym-
bolic meaning, according to Gayle De-
laney. It isn't uncommon for women to

dream about having a sexual liaison

with a man, during which they worry
about whether or not he's wearing a con-

dom: It's equally common for men to

dream about having unprotected sex
with a new love interest, in which they
worry about whether or not that person
may be carrying a sexually transmitted

disease. Dreams involving such images
may express the literal concern over
catching a venereal disease, but they
may also express a dreamer's more gen-
eral concern over becoming too emo-
tionally vulnerable when beginning a
new relationship.

AIDS: Although we may consciously

deny the subtle signals that alert us to

the possibility that a particular relation-

ship may turn out to be severely un-
healthy in the long run, the significance

of such signals is rarely lost on the
unconscious. Few images capture that

early warning message as clearly as the

image of catching AIDS, which has
emerged as a powerful metaphor for

the emotionally deadly relationship.

Phallic Fantasies: From high-tech
heat-seeking missiles to the low-tech
saxophone played by President Clinton,

the phallic symbols appearing in our
dreams have also kept pace with the

times. Joining such traditional standbys
as lollipops and spitting serpents, con-
temporary phallic symbols now also in-

clude such images as videogame and
computer joysticks and Luke Skywalk-
er's luminescent Light Sword.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 80
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Dream believers sell tools and services for the journeys of night.



Lucid dreams, in which dreamers are conscious of dreams while in

progress, have long been achieved only through concentration and
diligence; practice a prescribed set of exercises for literally
months, and you might attain this coveted state, wresting enough
control over the images of night to

set the action, the characters, the

scene. Yet according to lucid-dream pi-

oneer Stephen LaBerge, who did his

world-class research at Stanford, "Al-

though lucid dreaming is a positive, life-

transforming experience, mastery of the

technique is difficult and often too time

intensive for people who already have
busy lives—the very people who
would most want to make better use of

their sleeping time." His solution'' An
effective, easy-to-use, thousand-buck

gadget called the DreamLight. To mar-

ket this technology and to raise money
for lucid-dream research, LaBerge has
also founded the for-profit Lucidity Insti-

tute, complete with a business manager
and a long-term business plan.

When it comes to the quest for prof-

it, Stephen LaBerge isn't alone. From
the creation of a 900 number to help in-

terpret dreams to a glossy magazine
sold in bookstore chains, the dream com-

munity has begun to market itself to a

fascinated public hungry for a road

map to the recesses of the mind.

There are those, of course, who
view the new entrepreneurial bent in

dream work as lowbrow and crass. For

instance, addressing the issue of the

dream hotline in the dream communi-
ty's own magazine, Dream Network: A
journal Exploring Dreams and Myth,

famed dream researcher Montague Ull-

man, founder of the Dream Lab at

Maimonides Hospital in Brooklyn, New
York, finds little to appreciate: "At best,

I feel this undertaking is born out of ig-

norance about the nature of dream
work and, at worst, is nothing more
than a commercial scam covered over

by a veneer of legalisms and profession-

al pretensions. In my view, this project

will not result in anything resembling an

authentic professional approach at

helping a dreamer with a dream."

But the scientists and connoisseurs

participating in the new wave of

dreams for sale defend what they do.

Stephen LaBerge, for instance, says he

would never have the money to go for-

ward with his research if he depended
on government grants alone. Respect-

ed dream researcher Gayle Delaney,

who will head up the dream hotline,

says her venture will bring a grasp of

the dream world to thousands of the un-

initiated, something she considers "a

true public service." And Roberta Os-

sana, the successful editor and publish-

er of the nation's largest dream maga-
zine, states that "people see beauty,

meaning, and purpose in the symbols
and metaphors of their dreams. We
want to help people awaken to the val-

ue of this and make it easier for them
to find their way."

Whatever your slant, there's no

doubt that the market for dreams has

come of age. For a glimpse at Ameri-

ca's new dream entrepreneurs and a

guide to the latest dream products and
services, read on.

Magazine Dreams. Roberta Ossana, a
community-service worker in Moab,
Utah, had long been influenced by the

powerful imagery of her dreams. Final-

ly, in 1988, she decided to retire from

her twenty-year career as a poverty work-

er, teacher, and counselor to pursue

her heart's true desire: understanding

the symbols that drive human culture

and the workings of the unconscious

mind. Ossana was partway through her

master's degree in cross-cultural mythol-

ogy and symbolism when she began
subscribing to" a 24-page newsletter

called the Dream Network, serving the

small community of laypeople and pro-

fessionals involved in studying

dreams. "I'd received maybe two or

three issues," Ossana explains, "when
I noticed the newsletter was advertis-

ing for a new editor/publisher." Ossana
responded to the ad immediately. Al-

though the position included much re-

sponsibility and zero pay, she hoped it

could help her stay in touch with the sym-

bols in others' dreams.

"When they passed the torch to me,"

Ossana explains, "the publication had

a circulation of 350." In her new role as

dreamer-cum-editor, Ossana hoped
that could change. In the true spirit of

a publishing entrepreneur, she set out

to turn the small newsletter into a jour-

nal that spoke not just to those already

initiated into the dream community, but

to an interested public as well.

The dream catcher, at left, is said to prevent

nightmares from entering the dreamer's
brain and causing woe- The dream chair, top,

reproduces the sounds and sensations of a

waterfall, easing users into restful sleep.
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Soon, Ossana was publishing a slick, thirty-eight-page magazine
with beautiful cover photography and engrossing feature articles.

"we created a real mood of mystery and exploration and didn't

just present the opinions of authorities," ossana explains.
Though Ossana had no prior experi-

ence in publishing, her instincts were

uncanny, and they worked. A recent is-

sue, for instance, includes a how-to on
starting your own dream group, a fea-

ture on Tibetan Dream Yoga, and a sto-

ry 'on the human/insect relation in

dreams. The Dream Network contains

book reviews and a letters-to-the-editor

column as well. "A new reader can in-

teract with the magazine by respond-

ing in our own pages," Ossana says.

"I believe in the concept of an interac-

tive publication and try to further that

tradition whenever I can."

Proud of her new-and-improved pub-

lication, she began to contact magazine

distributors. Soon, nine were convinced

that the quarterly magazine was a win-

ner: Together, they're responsible for

placing it in hundreds of bookstores

around the country, including such gi-

ant chains as Barnes and Noble and
Waldenbooks. The Dream Network is al-

so distributed around the world in Eu-

rope, Australia, and even Russia.

While Ossana won't reveal the current

circulation, she says it has increased by

200 percent in the last year alone.

To veterans of the publishing indus-

try, where new magazines put out by

major players fold on a regular basis,

Ossana's success will sound particular-

ly sweet: The editor now receives a liv-

ing wage for her work, and for the first

time, the Dream Network is in the

black. "The journal's direction has

been guided by its spirit," says Ossana.

"Though most decisions are made by

myself or a council of advisors, the pub-

lication seems to have a life of its own.

It seems to me there's an awakening in

this country, and most people are look-

ing for tools to grow, change, and
heal. Dreams are free and available,

and they provide us with one of the

most personalized ways of coming to

terms with ourselves."

You can pick up a copy of the

Dream Network at many bookstores for

$5.95. If you're interested in subscrip-

tion information, call (801 ) 259-5936, or

write 1337 Powerhouse Lane, Suite 32,

Moab, Utah 84532.

Night Lights. To help dreamers gain con-

sciousness in their dreams and, ultimate-

ly, control the props and action within,

lucid-dream innovator Stephen LaBerge

has come up with the DreamLight. "It

gives you a cue—a tap on the shoul-

der, so to speak—to let you know
when you're dreaming," LaBerge ex-

plains. It works like this: You go to

sleep with the DreamLight mask over

your eyes. Then, when you start to

dream, your eyes will start to move rap-

idly, a period known as rapid-eye-move-

ment, or REM, sleep. The DreamLight

mask will detect the rapid eye move-

ment, a sure sign of dreaming, and alert

you by flashing lights positioned inside

the mask near your eyes. The flashing

lights will appear in your dream, provid-

ing the cue. When you see the light in

your dream, you say to yourself, "Aha!

The DreamLight! That means I'm dream-

ing!" Once tipped off, the dreamer can

begin to direct the dream with full aware-

ness. Because the DreamLight is

made with a microcomputer chip, it

serves other functions as well, It can

store ten nights of sleep data, for in-

stance, permitting you to observe your

sleep and dream patterns over an ex-

tended period and even enter them in-

to a computer. It also includes a Dream-

Alarm that helps with dream recall by

awakening you from your dreams
while they're still in progress.

Because the DreamLight is so expen-

sive ($999), however, LaBerge is also

marketing a lower end, more affordable

device called the DreamLink for $195.

Instead of detecting rapid eye move-

ment, the DreamLink can simply be set

to give light and sound cues when you

expect io be dreaming. As with the

DreamLight, when flashing lights

come on during dream time, you

should get the message that you're

asleep and become lucid; as you be-

come aware of dreams in progress,

you'll be able to gain control.

The DreamLink also includes what

LaBerge calls "a reality-testing aid." If

you think you may be dreaming, push

the button on the front of the mask. If

you're actually awake, you'll see a

flash of light and hear a click. If you're

and immersed in dream reality,

A lucid dreamer, above, perfects her tech-

nique at the Lucidity institute in Palo Alto,

California. At left, the Stress Shield bathes a

eyes in a field of colored light, even-

tually inducing deep relaxation.



however, ihe button probably won't
work right—you won't see a light and
hear a click, and that twis? of reality will

tell you that you're dreaming. Both prod-

ucts come with computer home-study
training programs that guide students

from the first steps of increasing
dream recall to sophisticated tech-
niques for achieving lucidity.

There's also a new kid on the block.

Hoping to fill the niche between the two
machines and to capitalize on lucid

dreams, inventor and veteran dreamer
Samuel Abebe of the Dream Conscious-
ness Institute in Virginia is marketing the

Twilight Navigator
I for $245. The Navi-

gator works by detecting REM sleep
through sensors at the sides of the
eyes. Whenever REM is detected, a
light flashes, signaling the onset of a
dream, Audio tapes that come with the

Twilight Navigator, Abebe adds, en-
hance the experience before sleep
sets in with audible suggestions such
as, "I will remember to be conscious dur-

ing my dream," and, "When you see a
bright light, it's a sign that you're dream-
ing." To order, call the Consciousness
Institute at (703) 905-0078.

Lucidity Institute. To sell his dream de-
vices, books, and tapes, and to raise

money for research on a large scale, lu-

cid-dream entrepreneur LaBerge has al-

so founded the for-profit Lucidity Insti-

tute. For.an annual fee, members re-

ceive the Lucidity Institute's quarterly

publication, NightLight, as well as dis-

counts on the Institute's lucid-dreaming
seminars and products.

"Our mission at the Institute," he de-
clares, "is to advance research on the
nature and potential of consciousness"
and to apply the results of this research
to the enhancement of human health

and well-being." A range of member-
ships are available, from $25 for stu-

dents to $5,000 for patrons.

Members keep up with the latest lu-

cid-dream research, learn to use lucid-

dream devices, and also become part

of the experiments published in each
issue of NightLight. And for qualified in-

vestors hoping to fund development of

lucid-dream technology, it's even pos-
sible to buy Lucidity Institute stock.

Such investment will eventually pay
off, LaBerge declares, "when people re-

alize that lucid dreaming offers a fully

realistic, virtual-reality-world simulator

that enables them to experience any-
thing imaginable,"

For product or membership informa-

tion, write to the Lucidity Institute, 2555
Park Boulevard, #2, Palo Alto, Califor-

nia 94306, or call (415) 321-9969.

Dream College. While students of psy-

chiatry and psychology are formally
trained to recognize depression, treat

schizophrenia, and manage antipsy-

chotic drugs, very few receive much for-

mal training in interpreting dreams.
Considering how much insight dreams
provide to the workings of the uncon-
scious mind, this oversight in training

is grave indeed. But now, a psycholo-
gist and a psychiatrist have joined forc-

es to fill the gap.

Psychologist Gayle Delaney and psy-

chiatrist Loma Flowers have managed
to create one of the most successful

—

and legitimate—dream businesses in

the United States. The duo's school, the

Delaney & Flowers Dream and Con-
sultation Center, based in San Francis-

co, California, was founded in 1981 to

train people in problem solving and the
development of new ideas through a
practical understanding of dreams.
According to Gayle Delaney, trainers at

the center use an interview method
that places each dreamer's individuality

above any one theory or doctrine. "We
feed back each dreamer's descriptions

using his or her own words," Delaney
explains. "This helps the dreamer crystal-

lize the meaning of the dream in the con-
text of his or her own life.

As a student of the Center, you can
learn to work with common dream
themes, such as flying, falling, being
chased, finding new rooms, and discov-

ering treasure. You'll be taught interpre-

tive strategies that will enable you to un-

derstand recurrent dream images and
nightmares. You can also learn how to

focus on a problem before going to

sleep in order to awaken the next morn-
ing with a dream that will help you re-

solve that specific problem.

"We aren't a rich company," Delaney
notes. "We're a small business, but we
love it. We don't advertise. People
hear about us through word of mouth
or by reading our books."

The dream school offers a diploma
program with five levels of achievement.
Fees range from $35 to $100 for group
or single sessions. For those interested

in short-term workshops, fees range
from $425 for a two-day workshop to

S600 for a five-day workshop. For infor-

mation, call (415) 587-3424

1-900-DREAMS. It can happen to any-
one: You wake up toward morning, jolt-

ed by a dream of amazing texture and
emotion. The train you're riding glides

into the station, and a mysterious wom-
an, shrouded in veils and reeking of per-

fume, climbs aboard. The moon is bul-

bous, the atmosphere noxious, and
just ahead, beyond sight, lies a terror

you wish you could fathom before the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 31





you were really dealing with tragedy

here. Evans had to keep that in mind.

This was his Blue Period, as he had

decided to call it only a little while ago
when the tourists started to slide

away. It was no improvement upon
the Yellow Period, which seemed to

have gone on for several decades up

to this point, but it looked as if it was going to be
instructive. Alone in the gallery now, bereaved, he

supposed, Evans could feel waves of satisfaction

coming from the famous painting, along with the

hint of a belch. Well, what was he supposed to

do? Arrest the painting? Turn in La Giaconda to

the authorities? What did you do with something

like this?

There was a whole clump of guards just out-

side the gallery, standing sullenly, pacing around;

they represented, Evans supposed, a kind of au-

thority. Should he go to them, point out that La

Giaconda was gobbling tourists, waiting until on-

ly Evans and a straggler were there, then snatch-

ing the incautious traveler who came too close to

the frame and inserting the surprised victim into

a mouth grown not ambiguous but suddenly

huge? The screams from the tourists, however

brief, were intense enough to travel, but the

guards had shown no reaction. The dangers
posed by this kind of cannibalism seemed im-

mense. Still, there seemed no proper way to deal

with the situation. "Excuse me," he could say to

one of the union guys carrying batons and small

radios, "I don't mean to interrupt your conversation,

but there's some very strange stuff go-

ing on here; I don't quite know how to

tell you this, but—"

Well, but what? This wasn't the

kind of thing you could tell a strang-

er. The terms were imponderable. The

worst sign would be indications of inter-

est and credulity. That would mean
that he was being humored while

reinforcements were called in. Dras-

tic things would happen. Evans him-

self might stand accused of killing tour-

ists, corpus delicti or not.

Still. "Still now," he said to the

Mona Lisa, the painting on special

international loan, placed high on the wall oppo-
site, buttressed by heavy frame and protected by

guys in the anteroom with batons and receivers,

"I've got my eye on you, lady. You're not going to

get away with this, lady. Evans is on the job and
sees exactly what's going on here, which is why
I'm keeping a safe distance. You're not getting

away with anything in front of me," he pointed out

quietly, meanwhile trying to maintain a reserve, a
glacial calm. He knew he was safe if he stayed

more than six feet away. "This is my Blue Period,"

Evans confided in a whisper. To a theoretical strang-

er he would appear perfectly insane, he knew, but

there were no strangers in the gallery itself, just

Evans and the painting, Oh, how they squealed

and kicked in their dismay. It was a grim thing to

see. "I didn't intend it to be this way," Evans went

on, talking to the painting as if it were an actual,

a reasonable woman rather than an assassin. "I

had plans, you know, but the economy got tight

and now I have to fill up the days any way I can.

You're not going to get away with this though, la-

dy. We're going to take measures."

In truth, Evans knew this was pure bluff. He had

no plans whatsoever. Shortly, the absence of the

\ eaten would be noted and bureaucra-

cy in its fumbling way would try to

deal with the situation, but there was
no way that this could fall within its lex-

icon, Detectives might get to the Gug-

genheim, but how could they possi-

bly implicate a painting, even one

I to

action.



which was priceless? She wore an ex-

pression of utter innocence and had a

terrific provenance. Her scheme was
not only diabolic, it appeared foolproof.

But, futile as it might be, Evans at least

was on the case. "You're going to be
stopped," he said harshly. "We're go-

ing to bring this to a conclusion." One
of the guards outside moved to the door-

way, put a hand on the sill, leaned,

peered in, an uncomfortable moment of

glances brushing. Evans shrugged,
shook i- is head, then stood. Thert-j was
no point in appearing crazy, although

th s museum like millennial New York it-

self was filled with mumblers, He
would fit right in. Everything fit right in,

one way or the other.

It was time to go out on Fifth Avenue
and ponder his next moves, anyway
Couldn't stay hammered in with La Gi-

aconda all day, not without attracting un-

due attention. There was more space
out there; he would work something out
Trust not in Evans to abandon the situ-

ation, he thought hopefully. He would
do something to avenge those innocent

lives, orc'iec: ctners. Just as soon as he

could figure out some means of ap-
proach.

The Yellow Period (he had not called it

that then, had merely thought of it as
his life itself) had apparently ended;
Evans was vaulted into a new and diffi-

cult circumstance. Once, not so long

ago either, Evans thought he had the

whole project worked out, a series of

activities (lack of activity, perhaps),

which was a process of real accommo-
dation. You couldn't be a remittance

man all your life, not if you warned to

lead an active, useful existence in mil-

lennial times. You had to get out there

to the mainstream, compete in some
way. Furthermore, he had always been

interested- in painting, not creation ex-

actly but certainly an appreciation, had
felt that someday he would really pur-

sue it, Take in all the museums, the bet-

ter galleries, follow the more important

exhibitions; and then when his head
was filled with all of the finest in art, he
would register at the School for Visual

Arts and try some work of his own.

Well, why not? Look at what had hap-

pened to Pollock, Kandinsky, Van
Gogh, Roualt. Bums all of them, Picas-

so too and that mystic Chagall, foun-

dered lives, preposterous choices
which to everyone's surprise had
worked out. Picasso had derived his

first ma,or success by painting whores
from his favorite cathouse in the shape
of squares. There were thirty-year-old

punks a rOLinc who hac been striping up
subway cars not so long ago, now pick-

ing up big money from the downtown
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crowd. Evans had at least as much to

offer as they did; he knew he had the

talent. It was just a matter of bringing

it out.

So the renovated Guggenheim with

its imported La Giaconda seemed a

good place to start. There had been a

lot of controversy about using the Gug-
genheim for the site of -the Mona Lisa

loan; a lot of critics had thought that it"

shcu'd go somewhere else, someplace
larger, more important. If not the Met-

ropolitan, then at least the Rick.

But the Guggenheim needed an at-

tention getter to bring its audience
back arc: "lake a statement for the con-

tributors. In their fervor to make this

coup, the Guggenheim admimslraicrs

broke, or perhaps bent, museum rules

about acquiring and exhibiting only mod-
ern art. No small amount of emolu-
ments, kickbacks, pleas, grief, sexual

promises, arc ma" euvor; even ess css-

6He hadn't

counted on La Giaconda
grabbing

solitary tourists when the

gallery was
momentariiy empty. That

had not

been part ot the plan.

9

ultory had been employed to lever La
Giaconda from the Louvre for a six-

month enlistment. It was worth it all for

the prestige and publicity. La Giacon-

da was something of a cliche, a joke

really Evans had perceived from his as-

siduous researches, certainly not to be
taken as seriously as might have been
the case earlier. Priceless maybe, but

a tourist phenomenon. So La Giacon-

da had ended up in the Guggenheim
and so had Evans, starting his grand
tour of what he liked to think of as his

post-Yellow period, but he hadn't count-

ed on the Yellow turning Blue so rapid-

ly; he hadn't counted on La QSacon&a
grabbing solitary tourists while guards
complained to one another in the hall-

way when the gallery was momentarily

empty, except for the keenly observant

Evans, That had not been part of the

plan.

It was a disconcerting business,
that was for sure, and Evans was hard-

ly positive that he was handling this prop-

erly, It probably was not a police mat-

ter, though. His instincts on that

seemed reasonable. People had been
put away permanently, he suspected,
for far less than the kind of reportage

he was resisting.

Out on Fifth Avenue, watching traffic,

Evans considered his ever-narrowing op-

tions. Not much movement on a cloudy
Tuesday morning; even the remittance

men were sleeping in. He discussec me:-

aphysics with a pretzel vendor, wrote

two letters to an old girlfriend in his

head, the first filled with euphemism, the

second desperate and scatological. He
coked a: a wc"".an walking her poodle,

feeling a thin and desperate lust, and
shook his head. Undone by his own
mindless need.

"Good, isn't she7 " the pretzel vendor
said politely. "You see a lot on these
streets, don't you?"

"More than I would ever know,"

Evans said hopelessly.

"Know what7 " the vendor asked.
"Know who? As long as you figure thai

they were just put there to torment us,

you've got the right handle on the situ-

ation. It has nothing to do with getting

and keeping."

"But what is getting and keeping?"

Evans asked and then, before the con-
versation could get out of hand, back-
ed away from the vendor. "Weil talk

about it later," he said. "It doesn't mat-

ter." The vendor shrugged. I should

just go home, Evans thought, go back
to remittance-man's heaven, go to my
studio condominium in a reconverted

downtown loft, get away from all this be-

fore I start to take it seriously. After all,

none of this is my problem. If they

want to come by and get taken away
by a demented painting, that's their busi-

ness, I'm not involved,
I
just happened

to be on the premises, The only point

is this: They aren't snatching me. As
long as I'm not being picked tip,

what's the difference?

But the argument seemed halting

and unconvincing. It seemed to evade
the issues, whatever those issues

might be. Another' good-looking wom-
an, earphones clamped, stray notes of

baroque streaming from the earphones
like pennants, jogged by, heedless of

Evan's stare. He looked after her with

confusion and a longing born of years

of deprivation. She should snatch him

up. She should do to him, Evans
thought, what La Giaconda was doing
with the tourists. Oh, how he yearned
to run after her, find a cab maybe,
catch up, plead his case. It wasn't as

if he was disfigured, or an idiot. It

wasn't as if he had nothing to say.

He had plenty to say! Look at what
was going on in the gallery. That cer-

ra nly would be a way to make contact.



I fi I alking across the

UU lawn stretching

down from a New Jersey

house, I marveled at the pris-

tine prow-shaped living

room dressed in white porce-

lain-glazed steel panels, at

the curved, gleaming glass

and long parapets spread-

ing like wings to either side.

As the sun burned off a morn-

ing mist, I
couldn't help but

iruTERvieuu

FROM THIS

MOST APOLLONIAN OF

ARCHITECTS,

A TESTAMENT TO THE

GLORY
AND RESILIENCY OF

THE CITY

notice that the place was dusl-

phobia clean. Just then, its

owner appeared on the par-

apet. "Is it clean?" she

called out, "Yes," I replied,

clean and pure of form.

He is known for the white-

ness of his buildings, a white-

ness inside and out, calcu-

lated to take advantage of

the penetration of natural

light, which he deploys to

sculpt spatial relationships

between walls, floors, ceilings,

objects—and people, The

changing light, he says,

keeps the space alive.

At 58, Richard Meier is not

the fresh-faced new archi-

tect of the moment, whose
startling forms, revolutionary

materials, and bold ideas are

blazing the way for a vacu-

um-packed City of Tomor-

PHOTOGRAPHS BY VICKY KASALA



row. Instead, in cities across

Europe and the United

States, this modern master is

executing meticulously de-

signed buildings that ex-

pand the ideas for which his

houses are celebrated; lia-

bility and harmony rather

than outsized cacophonous

forms that confound both the

people who use them and
those who must navigate the

urban terrain they command.
That may seem like no big

deal, except that this is a

time when cities struggle vain-

ly to recover from swooping

losses in population and in-

dustry and the concomitant

decline in tax revenues and

services they pay for. The
landscape is fusing into one

sprawling suburb, an end-

less mall punctuated only by

desolate ghettos. In this con-

text, Meier's buildings are a

testament to the future of the

city, one where buildings

and public places have an

inviting, purposeful scale re-

lationship with one another

and with the people who use

them. Cities can be reborn

this way, through an under-

standing of how architecture

is not just a presence, but a

participant in the life of a com-

munity, acting as a bridge be-

tween neighborhoods, creat-

ing a gathering place, encour-

aging public life.

Meier works in the con-

cise language of the modern
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ncvc-monl. ariose pionecs

from Le Corbusier to Mies

Van Der Rohe, used technol-

ogy rather than historically de-

rived decorative f'cur shes to

determine their buildings'

shapes. The last 20 or 30

years have seen that spirit

fall out of favor for a f

changing succession

trends and styles, Meier, how-

ever, has continued to refine

the modernist tradition, a

ing technology not as a mi-

raculous universal solution,

but as a tool for solving a va-

riety of problems. "Each sit-

uation, each project," he

says, "is different."

As a teenager, Meier

worked summers for a New-

ark, New Jersey, architect in

whose office he discovered

that he loved "designing and

creating." After graduating

from Cornell University, he

moved to New York City in

the late Fifties and worked
for a brief time in the office

of Marcel Breuer, another

important figure in the Mod-

ern movement. Meier even

tried painting, sharing a stu-

dio with Frank Stella, who re-

mains a close friend, Making,

his mark through the Seven-

ties with crisp designs for sev-

eral houses and some mod-
est but impressive institution-

al buildings, Meier came into

his own as a civic architect

with designs for the High Mu-

seum of Art in Atlanta and

"WHITENESS

ENABLES ONE TO

PERCEIVE THE

INTENTIONS IN THE

IN THE CLEAREST WAY.

I'M INTERESTED

IN THAT CLARITY. I'M

NOT INTERESTED

IN DIFFUSING IT."

the Museum of Decorative

Arts in Frankfurt, Germany.

These buildings helped the

architect learn how to

weave large structures into ur-

ban and suburban sites, a

skill that has led to Meier's

current crop of large institu-

tional buildings.

Building design and city

planning were once "top-

down" activities imposed by

architectural fiat. But increas-

ing concerns for security, uni-

versal access, and commu-
nity involvement now threat-

en to reverse the process,

something Meier finds diffi-

cult to swallow. He deplores

the growing numbers of

walled suburban communi-

ties^feudal settlements man-

dated by urban decay—and

the growth of "consensus"

architecture—the rush to in-

terfere in building design by

community activists who
fear change in the status

quo, "They don't represent

the community," says Meier

of a group that has lobbied

for changes in the Getty Cen-

ter design. "They represent

themselves as members of

the community."

Earlier this year, he

served as one of three Amer-

icans on a jury that from 850

entries selected the archi-

tects and master plan for the

redevelopment of the central-

government sector of Berlin.

Meier found the political in-

fighting extremely frustrating,

although he praises the clar-

ity (and, of course, scale) of

the winning selection. "It was
surprisingly democratic," he

shrugs, "but
I
would rather

have designed it myself."

—Peter Slatin

Omni: Where do you see

yourself and your work?

Meier: Architecture is a con-

tinuum; each generation in-

forms the next. The work of

Le Corbusier or Borromini or

Bramante— it's all important

CONTINUED ON PAGE S6



ARJTinnATTER
UFO UPDATE:

UFO buffs may be unwitting pawns in an
elaborate government charade

For dei

delighted themselves with

tales of crashed saucers and
government cover-ups of recov-

ered aliens and ships. They
we dedicated th.

iggingoutthetru... .

ising the government's de-
ptionr " "

f exposing the truth,

, ...^y be unwitting pawns
| 1j|S

in the deception.

se in question involves the alleged crash of

lied "Kecksburg UFO," recently featured in

magazines and even reenacted on V ""

shaped object supposedly fell to the gr .

~ ecember 9, 1 965. As the s

ry goes, Air Force search teams cordoned off Ink
wooded area and hauled a large object away. It was
later reportedly seen at the Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base near Dayton, Ohio.
One suggested identity for the mystery intruder w,

the Soviet Kosmos-96 satellite, which actually did

fall back into the atmosphere that day. But accord-
ing to Air Force spokesmen, that craft had plummet-
ed 12 hour

''

It was a

a failed Venus probe whose booster had blown up
in parking orbit, would have been a wonderful UF"

iting the latest So\
;ile warhead technology, was shaped like

squashed spheroid with a sliced-off top—-in otl
'" ords, like an acorn.

That's why in May of 1 991 , the Pittsburgh Press
cided to verify the Air Force claims oh its own. To-
ird that end, reporters obtained official space-
eking data from the archives of the North Ameri-

can Air Defense Command in Cheyenne Mountain,
Colorado. The decades-old data finally arrived in the
form of eight "snapshots" of the satellite's orbital po-
"tion. The last snapshot, when projected forward in

released/tracking data couldn't be posi-

tively identified with specific piec-

es of the failed probe. It could
i j-

'

|
have been the jettisoned rock-

_' y,
--

.

^^ _ et stage or a large piece of

space junk. The probe itself

could have been headed off toward Kecksburg.
Butwhy intr

the 1960s, U.S. military intelligence agencies inter-

ested in enemy technology were eagerly collecting

all the Soviet missile and space debris they could
find. International law required that debris be returned

to the country of origin. But hardware from Kosmos-
96, with its special missile-warhead shielding, would
h^ve been too valuable to give back.

Hard-line skeptics still doubt that anything at all land-

i in Pennsylvania. Robert Young, an investigator

from Harrisburg, keeps finding new holes in the
claims of alleged witnesses. "I'm now more convinced

m ever that nothing came down in Kecksburg," he
^/s. And arch skeptic Philip J. Klass attributes the
poor NORAD data "to foul-ups, not cover-ups."

...—n U.S. military intelligence and the former Sovi-

et Union still wonder. After all, what better camouflage
i let people think the fallen object was not a So-

viet probe but i

cion lingered, why UFO buffs c

maintain the phon
truth.—JAMES Ol

Editor's note: James Oberg, a veterai

sleuth, is author of Uncoverinq Sovie.
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FIELD GUIDE TO
THE SASQUATCH

You're hiking through tl

woods when you spot

some 17-inch-long foot-

prints in the soil below.

Do they belong to a
hulking brown bear, a Ne

>rk Knicks player on

nation, or the elusive

squatch, the half-

nd c

offers a history, physical you see, take photogr
description, and suggest- of the sequence of

ed Sasquatch family tree, footprints and the sur

It also lists previous rounding scene, and
documented Sasquatch contact the police,

sightings from California to Gordon, who has r

British Columbia. seen a Sasquatch hin

But according to Gor- believes there isn't )

don, the real meat of tl

:ion of everything

you see, take photograph;

of the sequence of

SWAN SONGS

commonly called Bigfoot? find. "People need to

The recently published know he
'

' Guide to the

Sasquatch by Washington usually too

ure writer David science can substantiate

iordon. also or deny their claim," he
uthor of field guides to says. Among the hints for

the bald eagle, gray the w

To order a copy tor

yourself, call Sasquatcr



days," explains David

-Paul McCarthy Blumenthal, prof

University in Atlanta.

Obviously, not every Jew
;an visit the Wall.

T*

According to craft*

Friedman of Bezeq, pray- I

are gathered eai
I ...... —-

r je(j to the

ern Wall, and slid into
•*** stones. The
..„. .ed early this

, . , ,.„s immediately

flooded with calls and
ndles 70 to

As for Blumenthal, he
; no theological prob-

1 lem with using a fax to



LANGUAGE
Entertainment Tonight

Darih Vader: Another particularly pow-
erful image from the Star Wars trilogy

emerges in the form of arch villain

Darth Vader. The image, says Mon-
tague Ullman. may possiby lepreseit

*ne dreamer's feeling that he or she is

hiding behind a mask. Darth Vader is

also a familiar presence in children's

dreams, says Gayle Delaney. He often

reflects concerns about the excessive
need for emotional control involved in

growing up and relinquishing the natu-

ral playfulness ihat most of us associ-

ate with childhood.

Murphy Brown: Ever since former
vice president Dan Quayle made a cam-
paign issue out of Murphy Brown's de-

cision to become a single mother, this

fictional television character has been
showing up in unscheduled reruns in

the theater of the unconscious. Her ap-
pearance in a dream can symbolic he
independence of a woman who insists

upon making her own decisions as
well as disapproval by a father or other

authority figure. Because many wom-
en's groups defended Murphy Brown,
however, her image may also represent

a woman finding strength in the support

of other women, especially in the face

of unjust attack.

The Klingons; Although symbolic
puns are relatively rare in dreams, they

cc occasionally show up in surprising

ways. A dreamer who was concerned
about becoming too dependent and
"clingy

1

* in her relationship with her

mate recently reported a dream in

which she envisioned herself as one of

Star Trek's notorious Klingons. These fu-

turistic primitives can also represent a
dreamer's image of another person,

such as a boyfriend or colleague,

whose nature is combative and per-

haps destructive.

The Politics of Dreaming
Saddam Hussein: "Unless an American
has a personal relationship with him,"

says Loma Flowers, "Saddam Hussein
probably represents an authoritarian

and egocentric individual, or the dream-
er's own tendency to bully others. If you
know Saddam Hussein and he's your
benefactor, however, you might dream
of him as a powerful advocate who as-
sists you ir meeting your life goals."

Hillary Rodham Clinton: According to

Gayle Delaney, the dream image of Hil-

lary can serve as a positive role model
for women seeking greater independ-
ence. The first lady may also represent

a powerful ally coming to the rescue of
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women who feel oppressed. 'Of

course," adds Delaney, "if you're a
staunch 'Republican, she might repre-

sent a threat to family values."

Bill Clinton: The symbolic signifi-

cance of President Bill Clinton is often

affecied by the political perspective of

the dreamer. While liberal Democrats
tend io envision President Clinton as a
positive and heroic role model and fa-

ther figure, conservative Republicans
are more likely to see him as a spend-
thrift and philanderer. Hsgs rdless of no
dreamers polbcai z~ nation, however,
the president of the United States con-
sistently represents power, authority,

and influence.

Princess Di: To some dreamers, she
represents the desire for glamour and
celebrity. To others, she represents a
suicidal and desperate woman, one
who has been mistreated by her hus-

band and is ultimately isolated and un-

•When
Prince Charles inhabits

your dreams,

he may represent an

uptight and
rigid authority figure

who withholds

affection from others.

9

happy despite her outward image of

popularity and success.

Prince Charles: To some, he repre-

sents a charismatic philanthropist, com-
mitted to the environment and the arts.

These days, however, many dreamers
invoke his image to represent an uptight

and rigid authority figure who withholds

affection from others.

Anita Hill: To dreamers convinced
Hill was sexually harassed by Judge
Clarence Thomas, says Loma Flowers,

she may symbolize a victim with the cour-

age to stand up for her principles and
fight. Those who do not believe Hill, how-
ever, see her as a symbol of insincerity

and exploitation.

Clarence Thomas: If dream reports

are any indication of widespread percep-

tions, Clarence Thomas has not fared

well in the court of public opinion, de-
spite his appointment to the Supreme
Court. "Thomas is widely seen as an in-

dividual who was promoted because of

his col tical afl Nation rather than his com-
petence for the position," says Flowers.

'He hrts there-ore oc-ccrne s csrioa-i.re

of similar people in the dreamer's life."

Nazis: Although this deeply disturb-

ing image has najntec the slecp.rg con-

sciousness of dreamers since the rise

and fall of Nazi Germany, it has taken

on a greater sense of immediacy with

Ihs Tighter ng emergence of neo-Nazi
oc :

iiica movements in the Jn.:ed States

and Europe. Widely used by dreamers
as a symbol of severe oppression, Na-
zis can represent anyone who exerts a

malevolent level of control in your life.

"If you dream of a person who you see
as a Nazi and you describe a Nazi as
someone who will do anything to have
things his or her way," says Gayle De-
laney, "you're in a lot more trouble

than if you dream about a Chinese Com-
munist who's very controlling but isn't

necessarily going to exterminate an en-

tire race of people. Nazis can also rep-

resent a destructive force in your own
personality as well as a person in fear

for your life,"

Getting Technical

Computer Terminals: "Computers
have become such a constant pres-

ence in our waking lives," says lucid-

dream researcher Stephen LaBerge, au-

thor of Exploring the World of Lucid
Dreaming, ''that it's only natural for

them to show up in our dreams," Peo-
cle learning to use computers often tap

Ihat experience as a metaphor for gain-

ing new capabilities and developing

c 'eater self-conl de-ice ir et-ier aspects
of their lives. The meaning of a comput-
er in a particular dream, however, .de-

pends on the context in which it ap-
pears. It can, for example, represent the

dreamer's fear of overloading, cashing,
becoming prematurely obsolete, or

even suffering the sexual embarrass-
ment of a malfunctioning floppy disk.

The absence of a dreamland comput-
er may also be significant: "People who
dream about a manual typewriter in-

stead of a computer these days could

oe 'eei ng inadequate 1 and uncomfort-

able," says Loma Flowers. "They may
be feeling old and clunky and are per-

haps dealing with the loss of their

young sexuality and power."

Automated Teller Machines: Virtual-

ly unheard of 20 years ago, 24-hour
automated teller machines (ATMs)
have quickly become an essential con-

venience of fast-paced modern life.

Dreamers who undervalue their own self-

worth may find themselves standing at

an ATM that provides them with more
money than they thought they had in

their account. On the other hand,
those who fee! f-usl rated about not get-

ting all they feel they deserve in their

career or personal lives may find them-
selves standing before an ATM that



won't release any of their funds.

Cellular Phones: Once exclusively a.

part of the technological repertoire of

science-fiction characters like Captain

Kir'-., pocket com— jnica\ors are now con-

sidered commonplace equipment for

anyone from corporate executives to col-

lege students. Cellular phones have

come to symbolize instant commu
tion and independence as well as per-

sonal power. A woman dreamed of be-

ing accosted in her home, for example,

and envisioned herself pulling a cellu-

lar phone out of her pocket and dialing

911 to summon the police. According

to Gayle Delaney, the dream expressed

the woman's confidence in her ability

to call upon her own resources to get

the help she needed rather than depend-

ing on others to make the necessary con-

nections for her.

Robots: "Robots are very scary non-

people in dreams," says Gayle De-

laney. "Usually they're about to do some-

thing bad and have no feelings. They

went listen to reason and are on auto-

matic." If you have a dream involving

robots, Delaney suggests, you might

wish to ask yourself who or what in

your life is putting you in a situation in

which you feel out of control and de-

humanized at an extremely fundamen-

tal level. The situation may involve un-

reasonable pressure at work, or it may
involve an especially unpleasant person-

al relationship.

Headline News
The rscerw Delicti Dream about the fed-

eral deficit, says Loma Flowers, and you

may be creating a metaphor for your per-

sonal financial situation. A man who
felt guilty about his spendthrift tenden-

cies, for example, dreamed his father

was lecturing him on the federal deficit

and telling him that it was irresponsible

for him to have allowed the country to

get so deeply in debt.

Crack: With substance abuse and

drug addiction becoming a burgeoning

social problem that consistently grabs

the headlines around the nation and the

world, it isn't surprising that this unset-

tling trend often shows up as a promi-

nent theme in many of our dreams. Of-

ten such dreams concern the emotion-

al trials of dealing with a major drug

supplier, reflecting the dreamer's con-

cerns over becoming too dependent in

a personal relationship.

Endangered Species: As more and

more species near the threshold of ex-

tinction, dreams about endangered an-

imals are reportedly becoming more
common. Often, such dreams indicate

that the dreamer feels endangered and

even suggest an underlying sense of

helplessness. DQ
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

DREAMING
train moves on. What gives? Unless

you're currently in psychotherapy or

part of a dream workshop, you may nev-

er know. Now, however, dream research-

r Gayle Delaney, cofounder of the De-

laney & Fovvere bieam Consultation Cen-

ter in San Francisco, has joined forces

with Dreamscene Partners, a group in-

terested in dreams. Their endeavor; a

900 number aimed at helping callers un-

derstand their dreams.

When Vince Cannon of Dreamscene

called Delaney with the idea about

nine months ago, her response was
just about what you would expect from

a highly respected academic with multi-

ple publications to her credit and a

Ph.D. from Princeton University. "Are

you kidding?" she asked. But

Dreamscene pursued Delaney, finally

convincing her that the 900 number
could be handled responsibly and pro-

vide a public service as well.

"We feel" this number can aid (he-

cause of natiora ecucation,
'
slate;; De-

laney. ''Many people who wculdr': ever

-oac a book on dreams will call this num-

ber and gain a better understanding of

their dreams and themselves.'' Accord-

ing to Delaney, the phone lines will be

mamed oy &Ba^< corsj'tan:s w !'n back-

grounds in psycho ogy as well as a few

chosen laypeople. The caller will relay

the details of the dream as briefly as oos-

sible, communicating what Delaney

calls "the major action, the major image,

and the major feeling."

Says Delaney, "We all dream our

own private images, and no dream dic-

tionary can tell you what the dream
means." But the hotline's consultants

will pose a series of questions that are

spec- fically des gred to help dreamers

intuit the meanings of their dreams them-

selves. Callers must be at least 18

years of age, and each call will last

from 10 to 15 minutes at a cost of S3. 99

per minute. The 24-hour hotline num-

bers are (900) 820-0030, (900) 903-.

2345, and (900) 454-6667.

Dream Catchers. According to ancient

Indian legend, a sinewy net adorned

with feathers could catch nightmares

like a spider's web catches flies, pre-

venting them from entering the brain of

the dreamer and causing woe. The

same net is said to reflect the wonder

of good dreams, allowing them to

pass through the hole to the dreamer's

conscious mind.

The legend of the dream catcher is

famous in the country near Taos. New
Mexico, where Joyce Poteet arrived
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last June without a job. Struck by the

popularity of these plate- and basket-,

like terns, she decided to try her hand

at making one herself.

Joyce's rags-to-rich es story alLests to

the popularity of dreams, She started

crafting dream catchers of her own at

home in August 1992, and some nine

months later, she handled orders for

$2,000 worth of dream catchers in

three weeks aie'ie. Ove'"'.vnelmed by or-

ders, Joyce now subcontracts some ot

he r assignments and has taken on ap-

prenlicos who are learning to wrap met-

al rings with leather and to weave
What's more, Poteet has managed to

pand her business to include dream-

catcher sterling-silver earrings, pen-

dants, and greeting cards.

"When
I
first got to Taos, I had no

money," Poteet explains. "Now I have

a two-story adobe house with passive

solar. People tell me that I remind

them of Cinderella come to life."

To order a dream catcher, write to Po-

teet at 216 M Passo del Pueblo Norte,

suite 205. Taos, New Mexico 87571, or

call (505) 751 -2340, Dream-catcher pric-

es range from $8 to $100, depending

on the size and the design; the stand-

ard nine-inch model costs $27. All or-

ders are accompanied by a card em-
bossed with a poem written by Poteet's

partner, Bob Goldstaub:

Dream catcher legends

say dreams in the night

will pass through the webbing
before the dawn's light.

Bad dreams will stop

and pass out of sight,

arid good dreams it catches

for your spirit's delight.

Light-and-Sound Machines. A consum-
mate technology buff, entrepreneur

George S2eless made his first fortune

in the 1970s with a chain of personal-

computer stores throughout Ma-yland.

"There were no other such chains

around at the time except for Radio

Shack," Szeless explains, "and we
were there from the beginning."

If his first venture was prescient, his

next may be equally ahead of its time:

Szeless is now manufacturing what ex-

perts say is a state-of-the-art lighi-and-

sound machine, the Mind Gear PR-2X.

"The light and sound work to entrain

your brain waves," Szeless explains,

"so that they take on the frequency at

which they've boor s".i~ulated, like a tun-

ing fork. The pulsating lights and
sounds also overwhelm your senses,

much like the shamanistic beating of

drums, fatiguing your mind until part of

it shuts down, allowing your dreaming

mind to come to the fore.

If you listen to audio tapes win
sounds evocative of streams, crickets,

and the like, you'll find it easier to enter

those scenes and render them real

while using a light-and-sound machine,

because the stimulation will occupy
your consciousness, which will eventu-

ally become inured to the outside

world and start to check out."

For dream buffs, adds Szeless, "a pro-

grammable light-and-sound machine
like ours is best, because it allows you

to create your own program. Let's say

you want to have flying dreams. First,

you might play a tape with music that

seems compel ble w ih fhgnt. Then, you

can think about flying while the machine

induces theta waves, putting you into

the 'hypnagogic' state characteristic of

intense imagery and dreams. You'll be

likely to have what we call a 'waking

dream,' near the edge of conscious-

ness, that includes images of flying.

This will help you prime the pump for

flying dreams at night."

Szeless' multimillion-dollar Concord,

Ohio. firm. Mind Gear, seis nothing but

'oht-ancl-sound machines. For informa-

tion on the Mind Gear PR-2X at a cost

of $299, call (800) 525-MIND.

Other light-and-sound machines use-

ful for dreamers include the highly porta-

ble D.A.V.I.D. Paradise, the affordable

Shaman, and the MindsEye Synergiz-

er, which hooks into your personal com-
puter. These, machines and others can

be ordered from the consciousness cat-

alog profiled below.

Consciousness Catalogs. For the pur-

chaser of dream items, it might seem
like acquiring the best requires specie

inside knowledge and journeys around

the world. Bui these days, you can ac-

cess much of the new dream technol-

ogy from your living room with help

from c:al;:lcgs specializing in conscious-

ness. The king of consciousness cata-

logs is Tools for Exploration, founded

five years ago by Terry Patten, a one-

time real-estaie and financial services

professional. Tired of the same old

grind and interested in matters spiritu-

al, Patten explains, he and his wife

Leslie sold their house and cars and fur-

niture and bought a couple of one-way

tickets to Hong Kong.

"We wandered around Southeast

Asia for about six months," Patten ex-

plains, "and when we came back, we
wrote a book called Biocircults." By now
both mystic and businessman, Patten

beg&'i selling his book by mail order.

His effort was so successful that he

soon started selling other conscious-

ness products as well,

He was drawn, for instance, to Mi-

chael Hutchison's book, Megabrain,

Perfectly balanced.

Tanqueray*



which triggered the worldwide brain-

technology revolution in the first place,

Hutchison helped Fatten choose the

best of the consciousness technology
for his catalog, including light-and-

sound machines, biofeedback ma-
chines, lucid-dream machines, and a

host of books and tapes.

One rare gem found in Patten's cat-

alog is a Japanese product known as

the L ectronic Mind Pyramid, which pro-

vides brain-wave information that ena-

bles dream trippers to sustain the cov-

eted theta state characteristic of

dreams. Another product is the Stress

Shield, which bathes the eyes in an un-

differentiated field of colored light in

red, green, or yellow. After about 20 min-

utes of use. the visual field drains of col-

or, and the individual enters a deeply

relaxed altered state of consciousness
asscciaied with intense mental imagery

and waking dreams.
The catalog also offers flotation

tanks, lucid-dream tapes and books, au-

dio products that use tonal sounds to

induce brain states asscc ated with in-

tensive waking imagery and dreams,
and virtually every lucid-dream machine
available on the market today.

"I owe the success of my business
to a passion for changing states of con-

sciousness and a steady, long-term

view," Patten states. "We were able to

sjperv.se our employees and plan for

the future, and when other similar cat-

alogs succumbed to lulls in the busi-

ness cycle, our book ate those minnows
in the sea and got to be a bigger min-

now, We have 12 employees and are

unique in what we do." You can order

the Tools for Exploration catalog by call-

ing (800) 456-9887,

Also recommended for those inter-

ested in dream books is a catalog
called Megamind, which can be or-

dered at (800) 786-4544.

Sirius Minds. We've all been to high-

tech fitness centers, complete with

L fecycies. Sta ; Masters, and more, But
now, in a twist on the ail-American
health club, New York City entrepreneur

David Adar, a systems analyst, has re-

cently opened Sirius Minds in a tempo-
rary studio at 455 West 43 Street. At

this new "brain fitness center," clients

can tap a circuit of high-tech conscious-

ness machines said to enhance men-
tal well-being and sharpen the mind.

The modest facility currently provides

the public with easy access to a host

of light-and-sound machines; the latest

stress-reduciion technology,
, including

biofeedback and "biofeed-in" equip-
ment; "waterfall" chairs; and dry flota-

icn tanks, which envelop users with a
membrane-covered gel instead of water.

According to Adar, the gym is a spe-
cial haven for those pursuing the
realm of dreams. One interesting option

is the "dream chair," Somewhat like a

BarcaLounger with the euphonious
sounds and sensations of a waterfall in-

side, the chair eases many users into

a deep and restful sleep from which
pleasurable dreams may result.

The host of light-and-sound ma-
chines and myriad tapes can be used
to invoke a variety of intense wsk ng

dreams. In one elaborate form of the
l gnt-ai'd-sound machine, known as the

Star Kab Travel Chamber, dream seek-

ers enter an enclosed, mirrored capsule
that induces brain waves associated
with intense daydreaming or the semi-
conscious hyonagogio state, a prelude

to lucid dreaming. When Adar expands
his facility, hopefully sometime this

year, he says, he'll install a spectrum
of lucid-dream machines as well as
mood rooms that immerse the user in

elaborate altered realities, often gener-

ating waking fantasies and dreams.
For those with cerebral fitness in

mind, the cost of a Sirius membership
is $100 a month, A single session
ocsis 320. For more information, con-

tact David Adar at (212) 757-1600. DO
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The jogger was wearing pink

sweatpants and a red T-shirt; it made
him crazy watching her slowly diminish,

like a favorable weather condition be-

ing undone by cosmic dust. The
clownishness of his desire over-

whelmed Evans then as it so often did,

and he shook his head, tried to push

all of it away, and walked back into the

museum, showing his hand stamp, I

don't know why I'm going back, he

thought, I don't know why I'm bother-

ing with all this. I've seen all there is to

see: Tve loi.:ris:s gobb ec, and every an-

gle of La Giaconda, And two women,
one in red and pink, the other avec
chin, who wouldn't look at me twice if

I were up there on the wall with Mona.

Maybe that was the point. Maybe that

was what he was driving toward. He
thought of the School of Visual Arts,

what art itself meant to him. If he could

only get on that wall, become a simu-

lacrum' of himself,

Hell, if Leonardo da Vinci could do

it why couldn't he? Wasn't La Giacon-

da supposed to be a portrait of the art-

ist? Hadn't Evans heard a gallery

guide putting forth that very possibility

to a group of disbelieving tourists?

Hadn't someone in fact used a comput-

er to prove a point-by-point congruence

by juxtaposing La Giaconda with I eonar-

do's red-chalk self-portrait? Take one

part Leonardo's face and one part of La

Giaconda and presto!—you have the

world's most enigmatic smile, the sim-

ulacrum to end all simulacra, eternal art

One need only follow the recipe.

Glop. It was all too abstract for him.

The gallery was still empty; the

guards hanging around the hall nodded
to him as he walked by. There in the cor-

ner, invisible from his first angle, was
yet another pretty woman. Indeed, this

was his morning for them. This woman
looKcd somewhat like his jogger, all in

red, though, a red dress, yearning wax-

en expression, a handbag clutched

againsl her small breasts. She was
arcncd ks a bow, sta'ing ai ihe Mona
Lisa. Somehow she had gotten into

this room, gotten into the Guggenheim,
gotten through all of her life up to this

point without Evans having ever seen
her. Maybe she had come from the up-

per corridors, examining Segal sculp-

tures, Of whatever provenance, she
was extraordinary; in his sudden and tot-

tering mood Evans felt he had never

been so struck by anyone. Sensitivity

came from her eyes, from the angle of

her handbag, from the intelligent, an-

guished tilt of her head_ as she

searched the eyes of La Giaconda for

meaning.
"Hey, he said quietly. "You shouldn't

do that. I don't mean to intrude, I mean
I'm not trying to come on like a masher
or something, but you shouldn't lean in-

to the painting like that, it's dangerous,

you know what I mean? You're alone,

something might happen—" He was
dahblir.g. that was a. . In any event, sns

did not hear him. "Please," Evans
said, "I'm just trying to be helpful; that

painting is a masterpiece all right but

it's very threatening
—

"

Who was threatening? Who was act-

ing like an idiot now? He stopped talk-

ing, sized up the situation with shrewd

and caring eyes, then began to move
toward her, thoughts of rescue in mind.

This is ridiculous, Evans thought, I'm

making a fool of myself. It was humili-

ating not even to be noticed. If he was
going to lose control like this, then he

should at least shed anonymity, make
some kind of impression, Was this the

real problem? He had never really

been observed, never been the object

of love and focus and interest, never

had a sense ol real connection, No won-
der La Giaconda wouldn't eat him. He
couldn't even es:ablish a relationship at

the point of consumption.

"Excuse me," he said very loudly to

the woman in red. "You shouldn't do

that, please."

Now it seemed that he had caught

her attention. She had fine tense lips,

an openness of expression, an enormi-

ty of mood into which Evans felt he

could suddenly plunge. He suddenly

and truly loved her. As he stared at her

in this moment of revelation, he had nev-

er been at such a distance in his life.

"Do what?"" she asked. "What are

you talking about?"

The painting," he said hopelessly.

"I want to tell you about the painting."

The woman put both hands on Ue(

pock;;: book, backed a crucial step

away from the Mona Lisa. Her cheek-

bones cast light, cast swift intell gence.

Oh, he was definitely communicaiing,

getting something through now. He had
taken her a step away from the paint-

ing, and that was definitely progress.

"I. don't understand," she said.

"What do you mean?"
Her face showed interest, but it was

that of the student, of the appreciator

of art, of the listener to a recorded guid-

ed tour. The handbag could have

been a device whispering words of in-

formation as she rubbed it subtly

against her face, her ear. All portent, no

pessib- ly. Evans Ihcugnt of calling for

a guard, then put that thought away. It

was hopeless The'e was s moly no way
of dealing with the situation. I should
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have followed the jogger instead, he
thought. 1 would have had fresh air, and
she would not have been in danger.

"I don't know what I mean," Evans
said abruptly. "I'm just trying to teil you
about that painting. You shouldn't be

"Do you wan! something? What do
you want?" Displeasure streaked her'

beautiful features now; she seemed to

be clung ng toward a turmoil of accu-
sation. Evans could pick up on those
signs, too. He had had plenty of expe-
rience at a .difficult mid-Yellow point of

life. "Why don't you just go away," the

woman said.

Well, there was nothing to say to

that, Evans had nothing to say. If he
.ve-itaway, which was i reasonable pos-

sibility, he would confirm her impres-

sion; but then he would leave her ex-
posed to the Mona Lisa smash and
grab. Meanwhile, the guards were' no
"actor unless she began to scream. She
could start screaming very soon,
though. Evans had the feeling that he
was working within narrow perimeters

here. Although he had the smallest pos-
sibility of achievement, he had to

plunge on. "You're very pretty," he
said. "You're beautiful in fact. But you're

too close to that painting. Move back
another step."

"Are you a member of security?"

"Yes. If you will. If you want to call

me that. I'm trying to keep you secure,

can't you see?"

"'You don't act like a security person,"

the woman said, not pleasantly. Dsgus;
seemed to be seeping, along with con-

fusion, into her sensitive features. "I

don't think you're on staff at all."

"You don
:

t understand," Evans said.

"The painting is only on loan,"

"What does that have to do with any-

thing?"

"It's not permanently ours. It's a bait-

and-switch game, It picks up and re-

assembles in France, maybe. The pop-
ulation problem

—

"

But now she had clearly reacnec an
opinion as she backed slowly away
from him. But at least she was moving
away from the painting, Opening up
space. That was the important thing.

Evans followed her irresistibly. They
moved in tandem toward the door. Now
for the first time the guards seemed to

take an interest; they peered in,

"One moment," Evans said. "Uno
momenta,

I
have to tell you something,

I wanted to say how beautiful you are,

You're a whole gallery in yourself."

The woman turned, as if ready to

break into a full run. At least I've saved
her, Evans thought. This is a danger-
ous situation, very perilous, hardly exp ic-

able-, but at least I got her out of this.

"So listen to me," he said. "Before

you go away, before you talk to the
guard, before you complain, you've got

to understand my angle here. It's not

iual oecause you're beau'Tul. It's be-

Obviously, he had not put this the

right way. She ran away, the red and
brown handbag flaopng i:Ke a decap-
iialed b'-

r6. The guards were crooning
to one another, then seemed to make
a collective decision: They advanced.

Evans reversed his course, backed,
moved toward the painting. There was
simply nowhere else to go. "Hold it." a
guard said, "just hold it right there, pal,

we want to talk to you." Talk did not
seem to be properly in his mind, how-
ever. The guard seemed enormous, a
club extended like a baton from his

right hand. He was conducting the oth-

ers into a massed assault.

"Oh, damn," Evans said hopeless./

He scuttled toward the painting. On his

right shoulder, then, he could feel a burn-

ing touch, a grasp of enormous assur-

ance and power and then smoothly, in-

evitabiy, he fell himssi: mcveo upwards.
Glug, he thought. Glop. He was too
high now to see the guards or to judge
their reactions. He seemed quite ouf of

control; and yet. at the center was an
awful certainty.

He felt the pressure and the wind as

he was drawn.

You don't understand, he thought.

"You don't understand," he wanted to

say to the guards. He wanted :o explain

somehow, tell them about the fleeting,

righteous woman, the vanished iocge.-.

all of the vanished women of his Yellow
and Blue periods; but the words would
not come. "This

:

s cangerous," he want-
ed to say. "This is a dangerous place.

I just wanted to save her, can't you un-

derstand that?"

"It's not lust, it's humanity," he want-

ed to say.

Glop.

No, it seemed that they could not un-
derstand that. Evans was plunged nto

a clinging darkness, damp, cold certain-

ty pressing around him and then, shock-
ing, he was falling.

I wonder if there's

anything down there, he thought. I al-

ways wanted to gee Venice in its sea-
sons, see the colors of the old Renais-

sance. Maybe that's waiting for me, may-
be the others are waiting there, too, he

thought. He thought many other things

as well, but they do not fall into the

scope of this present narrative. He is

still thinking. He will be thinking for a
long time.

Alas, those further thoughts are not

to be recorded.

He is not on exhibition, not exactly.

Evans is on permanent loan. DO
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to me in understanding the -q aticisnip

of structure to space. What I do is dif-

ferent from what was done" in previous

periods, but always there is a relation-

ship to human scale. That understand-

ing of spatial -elstionsh os is what's be-
hind the certain uplifting value we .give

great works of architecture, the way we
constantly marvel when we expedience
them. It's not so much what it looks like

that concerns me. but the experience
of being there.

Omni: How does American culture

view architects and their work?
Meier: The general public doesn't dis-

tinguish between buildings and archi-

tecture, They look around and say, "All

these buildings are so terrible," But

then 90 to 95 percent of houses built

in the United States are just done by a
builder putting up a shelter. There's no
architecture to it. And around our cit-

ies, many larger buildings look like

tncc's re a rchitect nvolved.

Omni: An architect is no guarantee of

architecture.

Meier: True. But when there is, if it's pot
controversial, it probably goes without

notice. If it is controversial, good or bad,
at least someone has an opinion about
it. Making a work of architecture is a

tough assignment for both the client

and architect. Unless you have a client

who wants something better than the ba-

nality we see all around us, you're not

going to get that. Most of the time, ec-

onomics drive the situation to the point

where what is the most expedient is

wnat gets built.

Omni: What makes architecture an art

as much as a building science or engi-

neering feat?

Meier: The way the idea of the building

finds physical form. Your idea for a proj-

ect can get beaten out of the end re-

sult by public agencies, clients, financ-

ing, a hundred things, so the idea is no
longer in the built work. In that case,

you've failed.

Omni; What haven't you built that you'd

like to?

Meier: A high-rise building, I'd love to

build one in New York.

Omni: You don't think the high rise is a
relic of the twentieth century, especial-

ly after the World Trade Center bomb
attack early this year?

Meier: No, the high rise is still a valid

building form, depending on where it is

and how it was designed and built. But

this bombing may threaten its exist-

ence. When the next building comes
along in, say, Des Moines—basically a

two- or three-story city with a few high



rises—which might make sense at 20
or 22 stories, certain reactionaries are

going to say, "Ah, another World
Trade Center!" It starts being used as

a kind of symbol for anything that ap-
pears threatening, even if it's not.

In places other than New York, say,

people are less enamored of high-rise

buildings. They feel they're threaten rtg

in some psychological way. The World

Trade Center bombing reinforces that

sense of threat and alienation and in a

sense justifies their fears. It will affect

the building of high rises throughout the

world where people want to do some-
thing out of scale—as these buildings

tilwKys have been. Totally out oi scale!

Even in New York City! In Paris, the 28-

meter height limit on houses makes
sense. That's why people love Paris:

that human scale, that quality of maxi-

mum limit. When the Tower at Montpar-

nasse was built, it was, "How did this

happen? How was our scale destroyed

by this one tower?"

The same thing happened when the

Trade Center was built, yet without the

pub, c outcry. Why is i: necessary in one
stroke to change the scale of the city?

Imagine a city of 110-story towers, It's

our worst nightmare of the future. This

drive, as we've seen in Chicago for 50
years, to have the highest tower, is ab-

solutely ludicrous. I fear an app'op'ialo-

ly scaled high rise will now meet with

p.pos tion fueled by the furor of the

World Trade bombing.

Omni: Architects adore jargon, and one
of the mosi overused phrases is "the ur-

ban fabric," What do you mean?
Meier: If someone asks, What is the ur-

ban fabric of New York City?" I'd say

it's the grid. If you go against the grid

—

as some buildings in midtown have

—

then the specific site is more important

than the urban fabric. You don't build

according to the grid and face the

void, You respect the grid.

Omni: Does LA. have an urban fabric?

Meier: I wouldn't have thought so be-

fore I was chosen as architect for the

Getty Center. But when I started work-

ing there, I felt I needed to understand

the urban fabric and how this site re-

lated. I
discovered Los Angeles has a

very strong grid that runs from the moun-
tains through the valleys, shifting slight-

ly in different places to accommodaie
:hs terrain. It's reinforced by the San Di-

ego Freeway going north-south, Wil-

shire Boulevard going east-west, and
Santa Monica Boulevard. Looking at the

city from the Getty's hilltop site, you see
the order from the desert to the sea,

from downtown to Santa Monica.
Los Ange :es gets its iee-ing of cha-

os from the incredible disparity of

scale within that grid. You go from a
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downlown o
-
' relatively dense, tall build-

ings out to a plain in which there is noth-

ing to the west, then east through resi-

dential districts of two-story houses
where in some places the grid is clear

and in others it's not. It's like a wave go-

ing up and down from downtown to San-

ta Monica, where again there's a little

hiccup and it goes into the sea. The-

Wilsnii e Corridor as it goes from down-
town to Santa Monica shows pockets

o' high-rise bu dings. Again, that's a rel-

ative term; 25 stories in a two-story dis-

trict looks very tall. But these pockets
will probably disappear over time, and
there will be a walled corridor separat-

ing north from south. The higher (he real-

esrate value, the higher the building.

What's needed is a three-dimension a

vision of what this city should be.

Omni: Whose job is that, to have this

vision of the city?

Meier: I'd be happy to take the job.

tThe high rise

is still a valid building form,

depending on

where and what is it, but the

World Trade

Center bombing may threaten

its existence.

It starts becoming a symbol, 9

Again, you've go! to respec: Hie gr d ?.is

we did in Paris and Ulm. The comple-
tion of Cathedral Square in Ulm has
been the subject of 1 7 architectural com-
petitions over the past century. It's

been a parking lot, bombed out, as-

phalted over— a horrible place. But it

was never finished. The greatest Goth-

ic cathedral in Germany sat in this mo-
rass of garbage for 400 years until the

mayor had the vision to finally complete
this living room of the town. There has
been enormous public debate about
this project because a lot of people
liked it the way it was. It wasn't nice, but

there wasn': a norrible moce.'n insertion.

There are opportunities to make
things happen within an historical con-

text today that just are phenomenal and
don't necessarily have to do with pres-

ervation or restoration but with insertions

that make the old even better.

Omni: The Getty Center for Arts and Hu-

manities will be a $360 million campus,
an urban project, museum, laboratories,

a combination of public and private

Spaces. How does your design exem-

plify the Getty Trust's concern for the

future of the arts?

Meier: I leave the future of the arts to

:hose who are there. What I hope to pro-

vide is a physical environment in

which all kinds of things can happen.
Coming to this place will be a special

expo'ience. whether for the scholar, cu-

rator, visitor, the Los Angeles issio'enl

who wants to come every weekend, or

the person from the Orient who finds

this their first tourist attraction and there-

fore will see not only the Getty, but the

Getty in relation to the city.

There's no other place in Los Ange-
es where you understand the city as

you do from that site. It's absolutely

unique, an isolated domain on top of a

hill and somewhat inaccessible unless

you come by car or bus through the free-

way underpass Ideally, 'd like it to be
more accessible. On the other hand,

the site is so spectacular and so much
related to the city, You realize you're

part of the entire city in a way that's im-

possible from, say, the corner of Fif-

teenth Street and Santa Monica Boule-

vard, where you might be accessible

but you'd be nowhere.
I try to guide the

visitor through the complex so that the

views frame aspects of the city you
can't see anywhere else.

Omni: How does this campus differ

from, the Salk Institute?

Meier: The Salk is basically a building,

a research fac lity, whe re scientists go
to do their own number, The commu-
nal spaces are basically only the plaza

and a few meeting rooms. At the Get-

ty, there is constant interchange.

Omni: You're aware that Jonas Salk

wants to build an addition to the Insti-

tute, which many architects see as a sa-

cred twentieth-century masterpiece by-

Louis I. Kahn. What do you think of

Salk's plans?

Meier: It's complicated. Salk, who with

Lou Kahn was instrumental in creating

this great place, has chosen to modify

it in a way that may partially destroy

what he's created. It's not as though

someone else is coming in and destroy

ing the work. I think he's gone out of his

way to listen to arguments against
what he's been doing, but I lament
that he hasn't been more receptive io

the criticism, This is a mistake. Unfor-

tunately, the Salk is not public. In our

society, people have the right to alter

their own environments. In Europe, this

couldn't happen because it would be
protected by law. In this country, art

isn't protected.
I
can go and paint over

that picture [points to a Frank SteMa pair-T-

ing] because I'm tired of that red.

Omni: In the mid Eighties, you built a
Visitors Center called the Athenaeum in

New Harmony, Indiana, where a nine-
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leenth-century social engineer a;iempt-

ed to create a Utopian society. How did

you incorporate that history into your de-

sign for the building?

Meier: The historical part of New Har-

mony dates back to 18-16 and has a

three-foot-high fence around it. Ot:s:de

are the fields. We are outside that his-

toric area, creating the path and the view-

ing platform for what was the Utopian

community.
I
think of it as a way of view-

ing, understanding, experiencing the

past as you walk through the old part

of New Harmony. We're jumping the

fence into the nineteenth century. The
Utopian vision of New Harmony was a
social vision; it had no physical mani-

festation. People lived together, slept to-

gether, and worked together, but the

original drawings of the physical Utopi-

an society wo'c never realized. What is

there is just this farming town that

grew up with log cabins and places to

work, For me, the Athenaeum is not a

Utopian building, but one in which as

you move through it, views are framed

in relation to this particular place. It's

raised on a podium of earth above the

Wabash river so that when flooding oc-

curs, it doesn't go into the lobby but cre-

ates this incredible area of water around

the building.

Omni: Your Canal Plus headquarters in

Pahs eoks toward the twenty-first cen-

tury. What were your intentions here?

Meier: This building is the result of win-

ning a competition. The other partici-

pants ws'-e packaging the program, tak-

ing all the disparate elements of studio,

office, rental, communal spaces and put-

ting them into an umbrella that some-
how accommodated them all. My proj-

ect pulled all these elements apart, al-

lowing them to be separate and yet

connected. Architects have learned in

recent years that it doesn't work to put

all the ingredients for the stew in one
pot. Now more than ever, you have to

allow certain things to take on their own
life, and if that life changes, it doesn't

change everything. We always talk

about change in architecture as being

incremental, as something you add on
like another module at the end of the

building, But it's no longer a question

of incremental growth, Now change is

from within, and that change must func-

tion and have its own life without chang-

ing the whole body.

Omni: With security a new concern in

offices and gated communities in the

suburbs, does the model of the walled

City at New Harmony apply today?

Meier: Security at New Harmony was
keeping the wild boars out. People to-

day are more irightened than ever of

the outside world, so the more barriers

they have between their interior world



and the unknown violence that exists ir

our cities, the more comfort they feel..

Architecture has to react to this need

for security. I want to create an open,

free environment in which there is

some relationship between interior and

exterior space. That becomes more and

more difficult, because people don't

want to be exposed to unknown ele-

ments. One commission I'd never ac-

cept is to design a prison or jail. How
can you make architecture out of such

an institution?

Omni: Practically every other major U.S.

architect has bi.il: for D'sney. Why have-

n't you? What do all these Disney proj-

ects mean for architecture?

Meier: Not a lot for architecture; archi-

tecture means a lot for Disney.
I
was ap-

proached by some Disney people, The
project was not a theme park, hotel nor

part of something in one of ihe Disney-

areas, but a golf clubhouse in Florida,

But what I do and what they do are not

necessarily the most compatible of sit-

uations. I'm interested in abstraction.

What interests Disney is representation

o"" some idea Tat -e ates to Disney them-

ing or Disney ideas of the world, about

Disney movie characters or some kind

of lantasyland represented through car-

toons. It's cartooning; architecture car-

toons on a large scale. Making it Dis-

ney means applied decoration through-'

out because that's what they're about.

I
do make decorative objects. I think of

them as objects with a utilitarian pur-

pose, and I have a certain attitude

about design expressed in the objects,

whether a picture or a candlesrck. Bu:

I don't think of them as decoration.

Omni: Has your view that architecture

principally aims to unite space and
light changed much over the years?

Meier: It's been there from the begin-

ning. It was evident in my first house.

It showed itself in the way certain pri-

vate spaces were more enclosed anc

more open spaces were a little more
transparent- And in the way space was
layered: more open to more closed a":
less versatile, and more closed to

more open, depending on the situation.

For me, light isn't an object, but a fac-

tor in the way I think about space. I'm

constantly thinking of ways light chang-

es in stages and hew we perceive this

change There are nary ways of admit-

ting light— not just through the horizon-

tal or vertical surface, but through re-

fracted or reflected light, which may oe

even more interesting than direct light.

Omni: How do you think of light as a

sculptural element?

Meier: Sometimes it works within the or-

der you've established; sometimes you

deviate i-em :ha: order because of the

ideal, of the relationship of light to

space. I'm trying to remember what it

was like 20 years ago. I might be more
arbitrary now, doing things just for the

saKe el exps ,,

i'"onl ng. "IT nking of peo-

ple who've lived in my houses and talk-

ing with them 20 years later, it makes
me feel good that their response is as

positive today as it was the day they

moved in, because their perceptions

have been heightened by awareness
made possible by the architect. The ar-

chitoct'_re is set up for them as a

frame for viewing the change of color

of an hour, the day, the seasons.

Omni: Has i: oecome more difficult to

get your designs built?

Meier: There's less continuity, more dis-

ruption, more second-guess ng. Of any-

thing you want to do, there are ten peo-

ple to say, "Why didn't you do it so~ie

other way?" Here's a lamp [points to

lamp]. You don't lift the base or move
it around; it's fixed. But someone
might say. "Why didn't you just move
it?" And I say, "Oh my gosh, it's a ways
there—we can't move it." Someone
else will say, "Why do you have to

move it?" You say, "Well, scr-ecre may

want to move it." And there will be 100

reasons not to do ihat lamp that way.

The. bulb is too. big or too small, You

can't get your fingers around it. It

doesn't have the proper UV filter. What-

ever you can think of. some oeoole ..
i

fign: aga nst your doing it like that, And
that's simply a lamp! Expand that to the

making of a place and to the people

rem every a'es who have -easors fo'

your not doing it the way you think is

right and the way you believe in. At a

certain point, you say, "You know, I'd

rather do sculpture. No one has to tell

me, . .
."

I
don't have to talk to anyone.

Omni: What does the word style mean
to you?
Meier: Pecnle perceive my work as mod-
ernist, relating to ideas about opacity

and transparency, linear and planar el-

ements, the relationship between struc-

tural and nonbearing elements.

"Modern" to me means essentially

what you see is what you get. It

doesn't look like something else; it's not

meant to connote, be ^etaphorca: in

terms of images of something it's not.

To me, that's the essence of the mod-
ern period— until Disney came along,

Omni: Cities here and in Europe are con-

sidering strategies, such as banning
cars from selected areas, to keep mov-

ing forward.

Meier: It's a hopeful sign. I arrived in

Basel recently in the evening and
found

I
couldn't drive from the airport

to the hotel because the center of the

city was closed to vehicular traffic. And
the city was remarkably alive. It was
cense at nine at night with people walk-
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i ones :ack that den-

sity of activity in the center that would
warrant closing them off. But in some
small towns tnat still have a core around

the town hall and church, doing this

may help them come back.

In the Museum fur Kunsthandwerk I

designed and built in Frankfurt, people

walk from a residential community
across the Main River to the commer-
cia center on the other side and move
through the building as part of that

route. People stop and have coffee. Oc-
casionally :hey go into the museum; it's

a part of their caily :fo because we de-

signee the building as a kind of inter-

section. There are more opportunities

to make these bridges.

Omni: The steel frame was a major in-

novation around the turn of the centu-

ry. Do you sec anyth ng rivaling that on

the horizon?

Meier: All kinds of building types

—

from airports to indoor swimming
pools—today demand a different struc-

tural attitude. You can't devise new build-

ing structures out of context, That's

beer a prob'em o
;

Technological inves-

tigation. Whether you're talking about

Bucky Fuller or any other visionary,

they've always searched for a univer-

sal way of making a low-cost structure

that had infinite possibilities—which
meant no possibilities. The geodesic

dome is okay as an exhibition shelter

but :otaty inacpropriate for many other

kinds of buildings.

Omni: What new ma:eria:s meres: you9

Meier: Lightweight metal for high rises

because it's analogous to the airplane.

It can still be durable and weather re-

sistant. It's not necessarily new materi-

als, but new ways of using materials,

Glass is a wonderful material and one
is always ook nc for ways to create en-

;;losu"e and u'arsijaiorcy. ways that are

hghior we ghl. more economical, less la-

bor intensive. But I don't see any new
pourable, porous, plastic putty that's go-

ing to solve building systems of all

Kincs. People b." ng all -aids of ga'osgfr

to us all the time. Unfortunately, a lot of

it's downright ugly.

Omni: "Ugly" is a relative term.

Meier: "Ugly" has to do with how it's per-

ceived and what it feels like and how it

wears over time. You know, there's an
aesthetic—at least for me!— response

to certain kinds of things. And
I
just

wouldn't want to use them.

Omni: How would you improve your
characteristic materials, the white por-

celain-glazed steel panels7

Meier: The limitations ot the porcelain

panel are scale because of the size of

the furnace in which they're made. The
clastic possibilr.es are enc ess. exeec:

again the limitations of size. In a

sense, t's like a big brick. The while-

ness isn't limiting because it's all col-

ons. It's good
:
0'' anyone to have a heigh

eresl awareness. Even those with 20-

20 vision sometimes need their aware-

ness focused and stimulated,

Omni: You recently sat on the design

jury for the Screebcgen Cccpei.tion. an

oeer ccmoettior: to design :he new Cap-
itol of Germany in Berlin. Why did you

accept a position on that jury7

Meier: It was an opportunity to redefine

one of the world's major cities for the

next century, Spreebogen is a park,

roughly 30 acres, and was the seat of

the Reichstag on ne ecge of where the

Wall between East and West was, I'd

like to see an organization of elements

on the site that allows change to oceui

for the next 30 to 40 years. This is not

Brasilia—you come in, do it all a-

once, and here it is. That's an antiquat-

ed notion of a government seat. This ar-

iThat separation

of skin and structure—the

architecture of the

twentieth century— allowed

greater freedom.

Next century it will get even

more open,

less defined, more flexible.?

ea is a dense place, an inner city, with

a life that's more than just legislative,

more than just parliamentary.

Omni: What factors distinguished the

winning design?

Meier: Its clan'ty. It was stiaghdorward.

and you could read a lot into it that

wasn't there. It was like a rectilinear bar

across the middle of the site with

straight arms reaching across the river

to the East and Wesi, syrncol cally touch

ing and being part of the city in both

c '"actions. It addressed both East and
West equally and disposed of the prin-

cipal buildings of-.the Capitol in the cen-

ter in a way that wasn't too specific, It

was perhaps less architectural than

many other proposals, but its drectress

and simplicity allows for so many
things we don't know about today and
can't predict.

Many other schemes were more mod-
ular, but their' rigidity was overt. There

were high rises, and for Germans, the

Tallest buile ng in 3er i is prooably not

an spprop'iaie syrnho to" government.

.The most interesting debate was,

What cicos ho Capita convey through

its plan and organization? We got many
schemes interest ng as architecture but

conveying the wrong image.

Omni: Architects—and, of course, gov-

ernment—have been accused of cre-

ating disastrous public housing, How
should it be done?
Meier: The quality of space is perhaps

the key issue. Twice, I have been in-

volved in housing in this city. The first

was Westbeth [artists' housing], the

first large-scale renovation—what's

called "adaptive reuse"—in the world,

where a building of one function [for-

mer Bell Laboratories] was turned into

housing. The most important quality we
could give to this place was space icr

caen person. To make it economically

viable, we made lofts. This was when
lofts were becoming popular in New
Yo ,_

k. 3y ma-f rg ofr-tyoe spaces, we cre-

ated a living environment where people
could make their own spaces, I

lliojgh: Wcsl.be Ih would lead to new con-

struction in which one could create

area: soaces for pecp'e, who'd come
in, divide up, and manipulate as they

wanted. It was an economical way to

build and make wonderful living possi-

bilities. But it never went further.

When we convened Beil Labs into art-

ists' housng in 1968. people said,

"You're crazy. Who's going to go live

there?" Well, since the day it opened,
people have been dying to live at

Westbeth. We took a very sound struc-

ture that had outlived its use and con-

verted it to another use that allowed it

to go on. So it will last another 40

years, In a previous time, they would

have torn it down and built another de-

velopment without the same quality of

space and light and openness.

Omni: Is it architecture's place to save

cities, or is it simply a profession at the

service of other, greater visions'?

Meier: I don't think it's one or the oth-

er. Architecture is what it can be. This

goes back to the World Trade Center,

There is no scale reationship oeTweer

what was Wall Street and that of those

towers. That's why :hey -e oulraeeous.

I never liked them. The Trade Center's

only saving grace was that the towers

weren't in the center of Wall Street but

out at the edge. At least they weren't a
sore thumb in the middle of the hand.

But I do think architecture has and will

continue to give life and meaning in ur-

ban situations.

Omni: You've said that to call your

work "timeless" is the ultimate compli-

ment. Why so?

Meier: It means people car respond to

ft at the moment and hopefuOy k>r many
years to come. But maybe it also

means it reminds them of the pas: DO
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BAfUlES
MOVE OVER, PIGSKIN:

A pro quarterback tries out the new football designs

By Scot Morris

Last year, the Museum of

Modern Art added a foam
football to its Design Study

Collection—the Zwirl (be-

low), with grooves that serve

as finger grips and spiral

around the ball like a screw.

Brothers Ben and Gary
Winter patented their design

and introduced the first

spiral foam ball in June
1988. It was the first entry in

the ongoing competition lo

produce a football that can
be thrown farther and with

more accuracy. No fewer

than seven newfangled
footballs have hit the market

so far. In the interest of

improving your football

season, I asked Pat O'Hara,

a quarterback for the San

Diego Chargers, to test

some of the most intriguing

balls; the resuits of his

throw-off are at the end of

the column.

Soon after the Zwirl hit the

market, Nerf introduced the

Turbo foam ball with

shallow, S-shaped grooves,

which is the best-selling

foam football.

The Throton, a hollow

cylinder made of a heavy
vinyl resin, stretches the

meaning of the word ball. Its

marketers claim that the

cones at each end act like

venturi nozzles, "as used in

The Throton (top left), the Black Bomb (bottom
left), and the Vortex (above right}

jet and rocket engines."

Whether the cylindrical

airfoil provides any aerody-

namic advantage is open to

debate, but the tacky

surface of the ball makes it

very easy to catch.

Cap Toys put a ring of

heavier vinyl around their

lightweight Black Bomb to

distribute more of the

ball's weight around its

outside circumference,

which should maximize the

ball's spin and gyroscopic

stability. That band can
have quite an effect: Think

about the difference be-

tween throwing a Frisbee

w- and throwing an old
"''*. record album. Cap

ijjjam^ii
t

Toys offers a money-

''/M/J-
back 9uarantee

yjfljw that you'll be able^ to throw this ball

farther than any
other foam football.

The four straight tail

of the Long Bomb from

Little K-'ds make it look like a

bomb, but while they add
some stability, they also add
so much drag that they slow

the ball's rate of spin.

If the designer angles the

tail fins like a propeller, they

can actually increase a

ball's rate of spin. That's the

iciea behind the Aeroble

Football (above, far right),

codesigned by Alan Adler,

who was responsible for the

Aerobie flying ring dis-

cussed in the July 1985

issue of Omni. Tests run by

Adler, a Stanford University

lecturer and aerodynamics
expert, indicate that the ball,

thrown by a right-hander,

should increase its rate of

spin up to 300 percent

within the first few feet of

a throw, resulting in a

satisfying spiral and in-

creased accuracy.

The final new spin on the

football is the Vortex from

OddzOn, the Koosh ball

company. Its body meas-
ures only six-and-a-half

inches long, just half the

length of an NFL ball, but it

also has a six-inch tail,

which adds dart-like stabili-

ty. Throws tend to correct

themselves in the air,

producing a highly predict-

able flight path. The
aerodynamics and the small

size of the ball's body mean
the Vortex has low drag,

traveling farther than any of

the other balls.

Quarterback O'Hara veri-

fied the Vortex's low-drag,

long-distance theory. Abie

to throw a regulation NFL
ball up to 70 yards, he
tossed the Vortex a

whopping 90 yards. He
managed to pitch each of

the foam balls and the

Throton between 45 and 65

yards. He liked all the balls,

but he prefers the Vortex

for its long range. Hank
Bauer, a former Charger
running back-turned-TV

sportscaster who helped out

on the demonstration, likes

the Zwirl because of its

design. "It feels like

throwing a Dairy Queen
ice-cream cone," he says.

The truly ultimate football

might combine the Zwirl's

corkscrew grooves, the

Black.Bomb's gyroscopic

waistband, the Throton's

catchabiiity, the Vortex's

stabilizing tail, and the

Aerobie's spin-increasing

fins. Unfortunately, at this

point, competing compa-
nies hold the patents for the

individual elements. Still, the

future-football wars rage on.

I've already seen prototypes

of the ZZ-ball, which has a
hollow air chamber and a

toy-airplane motor inside. OQ
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